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Welcome to the November 2016 issue
of Line of Defence Magazine. It’s our
long awaited second issue bringing
with it a strong focus on the 2016
New Zealand Defence White Paper.
Eminent contributors to our exclusive
DWP analysis include Former Defence
Minister and 2016 DWP Advisory
Panel member Hon Dr Wayne Mapp,
Professors Robert Ayson (VUW) and
Alexander Gillespie (Waikato), Dr Peter
Greener (VUW) and NZDIA Chair
Bernie Diver.
We look forward to the impending
Defence Capability Plan, which will
provide more granularity on the specific
capability decisions that will shape
Defence for the coming decades.
With civilian drones presenting an
unprecedented challenge to the security
of sensitive locations and critical
infrastructure, our Homeland Security
section takes a look at the rapidly
evolving UAV detection space. We also
canvas the insights of security experts
Carlton Ruffell and Stewart O’Reilly in
relation to the terrorist threat in New
Zealand and the tendency for ‘terrorist’
labelling by media and authorities to
stifle proper analysis of attacks.
In Border Security, we cover the
new NZ Customs patrol vessel, Hawk
V, which represents a capability stepup for the border agency’s maritime
operations. Expected to be delivered in
2017-18, the vessel is locally designed
and built and is bigger and faster than
its Hawk predecessor.
Also in Border Security, we look
at the visa fraud challenges facing
Immigration New Zealand and the
increasing adoption of biometric

identity management technologies by
the agency, seen most recently with the
successful rollout of the IDme system.
Combatting identity fraud through
biometric collection and matching is
one thing, but how can INZ prevail
over systemic misrepresentation of
qualifications and financial claims in its
Student Visa caseload?
A big shout out to our advertisers,
including foundation advertisers ST
Kinetics, NZDIA, Locktronic and
KCS TraceME, and new advertisers
Leonardo Aircraft, Supacat, Airbus
Defence & Space, Security Seals,
BlueZone Group, Future Aeronautical
System Technology, CRK and Q-West
Boat Builders and IT Plus.
With the New Zealand Defence
Industry Association Forum being
staged in Auckland 16-17 November,
we wish the NZDIA, exhibitors
and delegates well. It’s a one-a-year
opportunity to engage with NZDF and
Ministry representatives and to find out
what New Zealand defence suppliers
and international primes have been up
to.
In 2017 we become a quarterly
publication, with our next issue out in
February. Get in touch if you’d like to
be part of the story.

Nick Dynon
Managing Editor
Auckland

Our Name
Line of Defence is derived from the Maori name for the New Zealand Defence
Force – Te Ope Kaatua o Aotearoa (Line of Defence of New Zealand), which
reflects our New Zealand roots. Figuratively, it also reflects our understanding
of international, national, border and homeland security as representing the
various ‘lines’ of defence covered within our editorial scope.
Our Logo
Our logo is based on the visual representation of the well known idiom “the pen
is mightier than the sword”, usually rendered as a sword crossed with a quill.
We’ve given it a kiwi twist by replacing the pen, or quill, with a silver fern, and
the sword with a traditional Maori spear, or taiaha, similar to that featured in
the New Zealand Army coat of arms.
DEFSEC Media Limited
DEFSEC Media is New Zealand’s defence, fire and security protection
B2B/B2G publishing group. We publish the leading magazines Line of Defence,
FireNZ and NZSecurity. We are 100% independent and kiwi. The online home of
cutting-edge content from each of our titles is www.defsecmedia.co.nz.
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MEGA–APP scanning technology is
a revolutionary smartphone-based
software solution designed in-house
at Security Seals Ltd (SSL), and stage
built at Mega Fortris Global. The userfriendly, low cost, scanner tracks photos
and scans barcodes on either a security
seal or anything you would classify as
an asset.
The Mega Fortis Group is the world’s
largest manufacturer of container seals
and renowned for their innovative
designs and security standards.
Aligned with SSL, their aim is to provide
customers with premium security
products that meet their demands
and requirements at a very high level
with competitive pricing. It’s an aim
that’s embodied with bucket loads of
ingenuity in MEGA–APP.
Mega-APP’s main aim
Supported on both iOS and Android
smartphones, Mega APP’s primary
function is to show in real time “the
Time and Date, who made the scan,
and the Address of where the scan took
place, any revelant notes and photos
can also be attached to the scan.
This small app packs a lot of punch
in the security and asset protection
fields. MEGA–APP oﬀers similar chain
of custody tracking security benefits as
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification),
but without the infrastructure costs.
It’s a sensible straight-forward asset

protection solution when you don’t
need the beyond ‘line of sight’ reading
capability of RFID or the large amounts
of potentially redundant data that RFID
can produce.
Simple, secure functionality
The MEGA-APP scanning process is
straight-forward. Login to MEGA– APP
and enable the barcode scanner by
pressing the ‘Scan barcode’ icon. Hold
your smartphone/device in front of
the barcode on the security seal and
the automatic scanner will do the rest.
MEGA–APP automatically reads the
seal’s barcode.
Check a client’s building -with
Mega-APP
A security oﬃcer can simply scan an
SSL supplied barcode security label
which you attach to the door of your
clients building. The MEGA-APP scan
will immediately show the oﬃcer is
onsite, immediately report any required
notes (suspicious vehicles or persons)
as well as any photos the oﬃcer thinks
relevant.
The security oﬃcer’s administration
can at any time act on this information,
forward to the client for billing, audit
the speed and accuracy of the oﬃcer
and much more.
Upon hitting submit, MEGA–APP
uploads the barcode details and
transmits them to your support oﬃce. It
also triggers an alert on your device to
let you know that your upload has been
successful.

Scan history can be viewed by
clicking on the ‘retrieve scans’ button.
You can delete a scan by checking the
square at the bottom right corner of
each scan and then selecting ‘delete’
at the top of the screen. Scan data
shown on the History page cannot
be removed and adjusted after being
submitted to ensure robust sensitivity
of information.
Tracking lost or stolen assets or
sending your contractors, staﬀ or
security guards SMS calendar messages
are just some of the features MEGA–
APP oﬀers in real time. There is simply
no need for expensive RFID.

No cell coverage
When in cell coverage, the scan
history report will automatically be
forwarded to the company’s application
administrator. Confirmation that
everything has been successfully sent
is provided by a green light. When you
are outside of cell coverage, a red light
appears indicating the scan was not
sent and when back in cell coverage,
the scan will sync automatically and
send.
MEGA-APP is owned and distributed
in New Zealand by Auckland-based
Security Seals Ltd. SSL was first
established in 1985 as an importer
and distributor of security seals and
security sealing solutions. Today, SSL
are innovative designers, manufacturers
and New Zealand’s largest distributor
of leading edge security seals and
solutions. SSL and partners are global
suppliers to a large range of industries
including users of RFID solutions and
MEGA–APP.
To find out more about MEGA-APP,
visit www.securityseals.co.nz

Universal Seal Barcode Scanning Technology

Chain of Custody Tracking Software

MEGA–APP is a cost–effective and user-friendly smartphone based
software solution that offers robust chain of custody tracking through the
automatic scanning and recording of barcodes on security seals.
RECORDS GOOGLE MAPS COORDINATES

AUTOMATIC SECURITY BARCODE SCANNER

SIMPLE SMARTPHONE APPLICATION

SECURE AND IMMEDIATE GLOBAL REPORTING

User-friendly automatic seal bar code scan
MEGA–APP offers the same chain of custody tracking security benefits
as RFID, but without the infrastructure costs. Smartphones are universally
used and MEGA–APP is supported on both iOS and Android, which
makes implementing MEGA–APP easy and inexpensive. The Software
application itself is extremely easy to use, with automatic scanning and
recording of all relevant seal information, including seal number, Google
location (GPS) details and time.
Simple, Secure Functionality
Login to MEGA–APP and enable the barcode scanner by pressing the
‘Scan barcode’ icon. Hold your smartphone / device in front of the
barcode on the security seal and the automatic scanner will do the rest.
If a seal or item cannot be scanned due to no barcode, the contractor
can simply photograph the seal and manually load the details.
Lost Or Stolen Seal Tracking
If a client’s seal goes missing and then ends up being scanned, the client
receives immediate notification of who / where / when their missing seal
was scanned from MEGA–APP.
No Cell Coverage
With MEGA–APP when in cell coverage, a scanned seal history report will
automatically be forwarded to the company’s application administrator.
Success that everything was sent ok is verified by the Green Light. When
outside of cell coverage, a red light appears indicating that when back in
cell coverage, the user then needs to sync the application by pressing the
bottom right icon.
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constructive way forward
Former Defence Minister Hon Dr Wayne Mapp places the White Paper
within strategic context, observing that it represents continuity but also
recognises a changing environment

D

efence policy as much as
possible ought to be bipartisan.
This was a key motivator of
New Zealand’s 2016 Defence White
Paper, just as it had been with the
2010 Defence White Paper. Naturally
the government of the day will have
its preferences, but these should not
obscure the importance of the nation
having an enduring and predictable
defence policy.
The last few years has seen an
increase in international terrorism and
the continuing rise of China. The latter
in particular has been foreseeable for
at least two decades, and will remain
the most significant development in
international relations. China’s reaction

Hon Dr Wayne Mapp was New Zealand’s
Minister of Defence and Minister of
Science and Innovation from 2008 to 2011.
Dr Mapp launched the previous Defence
White Paper as Defence Minister in 2010,
and was a member of the Advisory Panel
for the 2016 White Paper.

to the recent International Arbitral
Award over the South China Sea
underscores that fact. China will for
some time see itself as a rising power
where the existing international order
does not properly recognise Chinese
interests.
This was perhaps the most
significant issue facing the drafters
of the White Paper. How would New
Zealand navigate between the role of
the United States as a long and valued
defence partner, with global interests,
and the rise of China as the economic
powerhouse of Asia with the largest
military capability within Asia?
In essence, the White Paper stressed
the depth and breadth of New Zealand’s
relationships with Australia and the
United States, while also seeking to
build co-operative defence ties with
China.
The emphasis was for New Zealand
to play a part in building a cooperative
framework within the Asia Pacific that
would preserve the peace and stability
that has enabled unparalleled economic
growth in the region. It was recognised
that this would not be without
challenges as the region strives to adapt
to the changing balance of power in the
region.
But within the Asia Pacific, New
Zealand is a small nation located deep
within the South Pacific. More than
anything else this shapes New Zealand’s
defence priorities. While New Zealand
may be far away from the key sources
of conflict, that does not mean there
are no challenging defence and security
tasks within its own environment.
The sheer size of the area poses
its own challenges, with New Zealand

having direct interests from the Ross
Sea in the Antarctic through to its
sovereign interests (Tokelau, Cook
Islands and Niue) extending to the
equator. This shapes many of the core
capabilities of the NZDF.
This dictates the requirement to
surveil and patrol the region, as well as
being able to deploy throughout it. The
increased level of global interest in the
Antarctic means that New Zealand will
need a greater presence there than is
currently the case.
Many of the NZDF’s core
capabilities are nearing the end of
their lives, with the C-130 Hercules
and the P3 Orions being 50 years
old. The White Paper had to address
their replacement. And while it did
not specify the actual replacement
platforms, it did indicate that any
replacement had to be as least as
capable as the existing platforms.
In practise there are few choices.
The only practical replacement for the
P3 Orion is the P8 Poseidon, which is
already in service in the United States
and Australia. Britain is also acquiring
the P8, so all our closest partners with
the skills in this specialist domain
have already indicated the logical path
ahead.
There are more options to replace
the C-130, and this will be a keenly
fought-over contract.
Naval combat and patrol has been
a vexed issue for New Zealand defence
for many years, though the level of
angst in the community seems much
less than it was in the 1980s. The
White Paper indicated the need for ice
capable ships, and the Canadian Harry
DeWolf class patrol vessel provides a

NEW ZEALAND
DEFENCE INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION FORUM
Auckland 16 – 17 November 2016 MDaOrkN'T MISS O
Details and Registration - www.spconferences.co.nz
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■ Gain a greater understanding of defence
procurement processes
■ Hear about future defence procurement plans
■ Share the experiences of other defence
industry members
■ Meet possible business partners
■ Identify business opportunities in NZ
and overseas
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suitable option. This is a 6,500 tonne
ship able to go into ice-strewn waters.
The White Paper envisages the
replacement of the ANZAC frigates
in the late 2020s with ships of similar
capabilities. Inevitably there will

C-130J Hercules

be the opportunity to partner with
Australia in this project. The issue
will not just revolve around the
most suitable ship, there will also be
substantial political considerations in
the ultimate decision.

New Zealand is not just interested
in its own environment. At present
there are 170 trainers in Iraq within
an ANZAC contingent, and such
commitments will undoubtedly occur in
the future.
This shapes both defence policy
and the configuration of the NZDF.
While the NZDF is predominantly
configured for the needs of the region,
it also is designed to be able to deploy
with allies and partners well away from
New Zealand. This covers not only the
Army but also air and naval capabilities,
such as the P3 Orion and the ANZAC
frigates.
The White Paper represents
continuity, but it also recognises a
changing environment, especially
increasing resource and security
pressures within the South Pacific
extending to the Antarctic. Within a
modest defence budget of around 1%
of GDP, the White Paper proposes a
constructive way forward, reflecting
both New Zealand’s foreign policy
interests, and the need for new
capabilities to deal with challenges in
the South Pacific and the Antarctic.

Defence
Robotics for
Maritime Defence
As part of its Littoral Warfare Systems (LWS) campaign
BlueZone recently visited New Zealand to hold discussions with
local industry and Defence ahead of registering its intention to
compete in the project.
“BlueZone Group intends to offer innovative systems for
the Littoral Warfare Systems project from across an unmatched
supplier network combined with a cost effective, locally based
through life support solution tailored to the RNZN and the
NZ maritime industry base,” BlueZone Group Director Darren
Burrowes, told Line of Defence.
BlueZone Group was formed in 2015 when Australian-based
SME ATSA Defence Services joined with UVS Pty Ltd to create
a capability that provides the Royal Australian Navy with robotic
systems that support maintenance of an essential technology
edge.
The company is seeking to partner with New Zealandbased SMEs in relation to the LWS project to establish support
capabilities for newly introduced underwater robotics systems.
It envisages utilising lessons learned from its ATSA and UVS
experience to develop a support capability focused on New
Zealand requirements.
Founded in 2000 as a spin-off from the $1 billion Minehunter
Coastal Project, ATSA Defence Services provides support for
the specialised “Double Eagle” Remotely Operated Vehicles. As
a sub-contractor to Thales Australia, ATSA provided Navy with
support for the Double Eagle system, which remains one of the
leading mine disposal systems of its type in the world.
In 2015 UVS was awarded an AUD 7 million contract
for supply of survey equipment and sensors to ADF Project
SEA1770 - Rapid Environmental Assessment. This project will
see Deployable Geospatial Survey Teams equipped with mobile
technology to support the surveying of landing zones, choke
points and other areas of threat to seaborne forces.
The project introduces the REMUS Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle to the RAN inventory, which will enable automated
search of hazardous areas for sea mines and other threats. The
REMUS vehicles have been in operation with the NZDF for
some years.
UVS also supports the Wave Glider Autonomous Surface
Vehicles, which are powered completely by wave energy and
provide the capability for ubiquitous, persistent ocean sensing.
Described as a game changer for ocean surveillance, Wave Glider
applications for acoustic sensing and monitoring of trials ranges
have been developed in conjunction with the RAN.
In 2012 two Wave Glider vehicles were successfully roadtested when they completed a world record 9,000 nautical mile
crossing of the Pacific Ocean from San Francisco to Hervey Bay
in Queensland.
New Zealand and Australian claims over coastal seas and
marine areas are some of the largest in the world. With escalating
regional tensions, illegal fishing, and impacts of climate change,
robotics systems provide applications for harsh underwater
conditions to help more effectively manage, understand and
protect rivers, coastal seas and deep oceans.
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NZDIA Defence, Security and Industry Forum
NZDIA Chair Bernie Diver talks DWP, positive partnering between Defence and industry,
the opportunities to flow from increased Defence funding, and the 2016 NZDIA Defence,
Security and Industry Forum.
The New Zealand Defence Industry
Association is holding its 19th Defence,
Security and Industry Forum in
Auckland at the Viaduct Events Centre
on 16-17th November. This year’s
forum coincides with the Royal New
Zealand Navy’s 75th anniversary and
International Fleet Review.
The forum will focus on ‘Partnering
for Greater Effect’ to help bring people
together to achieve greater innovation,
economies of scale and effectiveness. It
will be attended by over 550 delegates
from 169 organisations, the Ministry
of Defence and New Zealand Defence
Force (NZDF).

Bernie is the Chair of the NZ Defence
Industry Association. He has recently
assisted with the production of the
Ministry of Defence Paper, Optimising
New Zealand Industry Involvement in the
Defence Sector, as a member of an Expert
Advisory Group, and has been appointed
to the Defence Industry Advisory Council
(DIAC). He is Director of supply chain,
logistics, procurement and project
management advisory firm, Strategic
Sourcing (SSCL Ltd).

Ultimately, it’s an annual
opportunity for local and international
businesses who are involved, or have an
interest in defence and security matters,
to engage with Ministry and NZDF
representatives. It’s an opportunity to
learn about new innovations and future
capabilities needed for a modern, wellequipped and capable Defence Force.
With an annual budget of over $2.1
billion, Defence provides significant
opportunity for local companies to
supply goods and services directly and
through prime or lead contractors. The
flow-on economic benefits of this are
many. The industry provides 2,500 full
time jobs, generates a conservative $125
million in wages and $60 million in
profits.
The food service and facilities
management contracts alone employ
in the excess of 900 staff nationally.
The three main maintenance, repair
and overhaul contracts across Defence
employ a further 600 staff directly.
Highly skilled and well paid jobs
support the complex capabilities that
Defence use.
With the additional funding
announced in the 2016 Defence
White Paper, huge opportunity exists
for smart New Zealand defence
manufacturing companies to leverage
their capabilities and be part of the
defence upgrade. It has earmarked
funding of around $20 billion over 15
years, which will be used, among other
things, to replace frigates and aircraft
and to provide the NZDF with a cyber
warfare capability.
This investment is the equivalent
of one percent of New Zealand’s
GDP, or around half the proportion
of GDP spent by Australia and the
UK on defence and as such is small by
international standards. Nevertheless, it
adds an extra $1.3 billion per year to the
budget of the country’s defence forces.

New Zealand companies can bring
together compelling solutions that
deliver value for money and the best
possible outcomes that will ensure
defence personnel can execute their
tasks on behalf of New Zealanders. To
this end, the NZDIA looks forward
to working with and supporting the
Ministry of Defence and the NZDF
as they work through defining the
specific capabilities required to meet the
Government’s requirements.
The requirement for acquisition
business case process to also include
the whole of life cost, creates the
opportunity for members of the defence
industry to partner with the prime
international contractors to shorten
supply chains, transfer technology
and create highly skilled jobs that
will deliver increased value for money
outcomes for all parties.
Maintenance repair and overhaul
firms, engineering, logistics, IT and
advisory companies are likely to be
involved in the $20 billion capital
works, alongside prime international
contractors. Tidd Ross Todd, GHD and
McKay Electrical - all winners of 2015
Minister of Defence Excellence Awards
– are great examples of New Zealand
industry capabilities.
The ministry and NZDF have
invested significant effort and resource
in working with industry. The recent
appointment of two senior roles
demonstrates their commitment to work
with and understand the capabilities of
industry.
We are impressed with the
cooperation that the ministry has
shown the New Zealand’s defence
industry. The ministry has invested
in industry engagement specialists
who will work with industry on early
engagement so we can inform the
ministry on New Zealand capabilities
and work with prime contractors.

Defence
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NZDIA extends a heartfelt thank you
to NZDF for its initiative in hosting
the recent Defence Attaches – Industry
Day 2016, with special thanks to
Debbie Howarth, Andy Warden and
Commander Wayne Andrews who
orchestrated this fantastic event.
The event included an ‘elevator’
pitch from a host of NZDIA
member companies to a collection
of foreign Defence Attaches
accredited to New Zealand, which
provided an opportunity for a mutual
understanding of the depth and
breadth of capability within New
Zealand’s defence industry.
The event was also a swan song for
Andy Warden, who moves on from
Capability Branch HQNZDF to the
Department of Education. Captain
Jeremy Seed, NZ Army, will be acting
in Warden’s stead until a replacement is
appointed.
Commissioned into the Royal
NZ Army Education Corps in 2005
as a Public Relations Officer, CAPT
Seed has deployed to Timor, Leste
and Samoa in the wake of the 2009
Tsunami. He has had a lengthy career

“With the additional
funding announced in
the White Paper huge
opportunity exists
for smart NZ defence
manufacturing
companies to leverage
their capabilities and
be part of the defence
upgrade.”
outside the Army in corporate public
relations and public affairs and has
also worked for Government at both
departmental and executive level.
Changes afoot at the NZDIA
In 2015 the NZDIA Board signaled
to its members and partners its
commitment to a new era for NZDIA,
an era defined and driven through

13
an innovative and ground breaking
Strategic Plan. The Strategic Plan will
be delivered over the next four years.
The Board has prioritised a number
of specific strategic objectives that it
wants progressed as a matter of urgency,
so NZDIA members and partners can
expect to see a number of changes over
the coming months.
These include the establishment
of a new online presence and a
refresh of the NZDIA’s branding, the
development of communication and
engagement strategies that will enhance
NZDIA’s communication and profile
with members, partners and the media,
a review of the association’s financial
structure, development and delivery of
a membership growth strategy and a
review of membership structure.
The work programme is aligned
with the NZDIA Strategy and will,
when completed, herald significant
change for the Association. Much of
the work plan will be well underway
by the time of the NZDIA Forum in
November so members can expect a
‘glimpse’ of the future at that event,
including the new look NZDIA website
and branding.
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What does it mean for
future capability?
Dr Peter Greener, Senior Fellow at Victoria University Wellington’s Centre for Strategic
Studies breaks the 2016 DWP down into possible capability purchases.
After a number of delays, the Defence
White Paper 2016 was released on 8
June. In the main the White Paper
received a good deal of cross-party
support, with Labour’s Defence
spokesperson Phil Goff commenting,
“While the White Paper says there
is no foreseeable military threat to
New Zealand in the next 25 years, we
nevertheless need an effective Defence
Force. According to Goff, “much of
what the Government is intending to
spend is simply catch up.”
Even Green Party co-leader James
Shaw said that his party recognises
“defence spending is expensive and a
lot of our equipment is outdated and we
want to make sure our people have the

Airbus A400M

best equipment they can and that they
are as safe as possible”.
However, there was criticism
levelled at the lack of detail given about
future capability with Goff saying,
“The White Paper is essentially a series
of general statements which add little
to what we already know about the
Defence Force. In failing to disclose
any real decisions about capital asset
purchase or strengthening personnel, it
adds little of value.”
Whilst the White Paper may itself
have been short on detail about just
what those capabilities will be replaced
with, the Cabinet Papers released
some two weeks later, coupled with
the information from the previous

Defence Mid-Point Rebalancing Review
(DMRR), provide some significant clues
as to what may be on the horizon.
Perhaps the clearest indication of
what will be replaced is provided by the
Capability Factsheet that accompanied
the White Paper.
Looking here solely at the most
expensive fleets that will need
replacement, the first mentioned in the
Capability Factsheet is the replacement
of the strategic airlift capability,
currently provided by the C-130 and
Boeing 757 aircraft. Cabinet papers
note that the air transport fleet will be
replaced in the early 2020s with likefor-like replacements. This then rather
limits what future fleets might look like.

IN A CRISIS, HOW FAST
CAN WE CLEAR THE
WAY FOR HELP?

THE A400M CAN TRANSPORT VITAL OUTSIZED
EQUIPMENT TO THE HEART OF A CRISIS ZONE
In a humanitarian crisis, when roads are blocked
and airports are down, immediate action can be the
difference between life and death. The A400M’s ability
to deliver heavy loads to unpaved runways makes it the
best aircraft in the world to step up in times of crisis.
It can carry up to 37 tonnes of supplies, equipment and
personnel to the heart of a disaster, be it within New
Zealand, the Pacific islands or elsewhere as required.
This versatile airlifter can also transport vehicles and
medical facilities as required. Put simply, the A400M is
a lifesaver. Find out more at airbusds.com/A400M
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Embraer KC-390
In considering a like-for-like
replacement for the 757s, commercial
customers in the United States American Airlines, Delta and United
- have been replacing their 757s with
Airbus A321s, which have a similar
capacity with lower running costs.
There are a number available on the
used market, often at favorable pricing.
With Air New Zealand flying a fleet
of A320s, maintenance issues may be
easier than with the 757s.
When it comes to replacing the
tactical airlift capability provided by the

Dr Peter Greener is a Senior Fellow at the
Centre for Strategic Studies at Victoria
University Wellington. He is also an
Honorary Professor and was previously
Academic Dean at the Command and
Staff College of the New Zealand Defence
Force.

C-130s, it seems for many air forces that
the best replacement for a Hercules is
another Hercules.
Whilst the Brazilian aerospace
firm Embraer had optimistic hopes
for the future of its Hercules C-130J
competitor, the twin jet-engine KC-390,
it has yet to receive a firm order even
from the Brazilian air force. The Airbus
A400M cannot be considered like-forlike with the Hercules, with a greater
capacity and price tag, though it was
previously a possibility for replacing
the B757s. However, with ongoing
development problems and continuing
delays in production, even existing
customers such as France and Germany
are considering buying more C-130Js.
Does this mean that C-17s are off
the agenda? Apparently not. Cabinet
papers note that “the C-17 is the only
aircraft available that offers a proven
capability to undertake Antarctic
passenger and cargo flights without a
‘point of safe return’ ”, and officials are
to review this capability at the time of
the next mid-point review. Whilst there
is now only one new ‘white tail’ aircraft
available, two USAF squadrons of
C-17s have recently become inactivated,
leaving sixteen aircraft no longer in use.
Air surveillance is the next
capability for renewal, and the Cabinet
papers highlight that with the changes
in the strategic environment the
challenge of undertaking concurrent
air surveillance operations at home and
overseas had been underestimated in
the DMRR. The decision made then is
to have an enhanced air surveillance
capability, which will be highly valued
by our security partners.

With Australia having been an
integral partner with the US Navy
during the design process of the Boeing
P-8 Poseidon from its inception and
now having committed to purchasing
fifteen aircraft, this would seem one
area where New Zealand might join
Australia with such a purchase.
Replacing the frigates is the last
major multiple purchase, with Defence
Minister Brownlee suggesting that a
decision wouldn’t need to be made on
these before 2025. The Australians
have already shortlisted three European
designers, BAE (Type 26), Fincantieri
and Navantia, for their nine future
frigates, but each of their designs is
around 6,000 tonnes, almost twice the
size of the ANZACS.
The Meko A-200, an enhanced
version of the current ANZAC, could
be a possible alternative.
There is however, now a new
alternative. Whilst the Royal Navy was
to have had thirteen new BAE Type
26 frigates, budget constraints have
reduced that to eight. ‘At least’ another
five light frigates are to be purchased,
currently designated Type 31. A design
the size of BMT’s Venator 110 (4,000
tonnes) has been mooted and BAE has
also produced concept proposals.
This is a ship type that could meet
New Zealand’s needs for a combat frigate
at substantially less cost than those
proposed for Australia, with a timeline
that could work. With both New Zealand
ANZACs having just had a significant
Platform Systems Upgrade and each about
to receive a major weapons enhancement,
aiming for replacement around 2030,
would seem quite possible.
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The Heart of the 2016 White Paper?
Robert Ayson, Professor of Strategic Studies at Victoria University Wellington, argues
that the 2016 DWP provides for a projection of power beyond New Zealand’s maritime
domain.

T

he 2016 Defence White Paper
could just be the closest thing
New Zealand has come to
articulating a Defence of New
Zealand strategy. That’s not something
we can say about much of our previous
thinking. This omission has set
Wellington’s defence strategy apart
from Canberra’s. Because over the
other side of the Tasman, arguments
for and about the Defence of Australia
have been a recurring focus. Some
would say this has almost been an
Australian obsession.
When Australia and New Zealand
forces came home over a generation
ago at the end of the forward defence
era they came home to different
strategic realities. Under British and

Robert Ayson is Professor of Strategic
Studies at Victoria University of Wellington,
where he is based at the Centre for
Strategic Studies. He is an Honorary
Professor with the New Zealand Defence
Force Command and Staff College.

American leadership, forward defence
had meant a parallel Australian
and New Zealand commitment to
Southeast Asian security in the 1950s
and 1960s, including of course the
controversial war in Vietnam.
Given Australia’s more precarious
sense of its immediate strategic
environment, including historical
concerns about Indonesia, the Defence
of Australia made good strategic
sense. And this meant a much firmer
commitment of defence self-reliance
than has generally been possible in
New Zealand.
Despite its many detractors in
more recent years, the Defence of
Australia theme (albeit in many guises)
has helped underpin Canberra’s
investment in advanced combat
capabilities designed to maintain an
edge in Australia’s northern maritime
approaches. If anything, Australia’s
own 2016 Defence White Paper will
accelerate this investment.
The twelve post-Collins Class
submarines and the Joint Strike
Fighters will constitute the two most
expensive acquisitions in Australia’s
defence procurement history. Part
of the justification for this largesse
are heightened Australian concerns
about strategic tensions in East Asia:
it is almost as if Australia’s northern
maritime approaches now begin in the
South China Sea.
The New Zealand story has been
quite different. When our forces
returned from Southeast Asia there
was no equivalent Defence of New

Zealand strategy for them to come
home to. It is perhaps symbolic that
our army stayed on longer than its
Australian counterpart in Singapore.
From Wellington, Asia’s fragility
seemed much further away and the
South Pacific environment seemed
relatively un-strategic. Concerns
about coups in Fiji and instability in
Bougainville may have helped build
a Pacific logic for the New Zealand
Defence Force in the second half of
the Lange years, but this did not last
long.
The replacement logic of selfreliance in partnership tied to an
ambitious notion of New Zealand’s
global security interests foundered
on the growing gap with the Bolger
government’s limited commitment to
defence expenditure.
The attempt to treat Australia
as New Zealand’s next great and
powerful friend after the break-up with
Washington delivered two ANZAC
frigates. But New Zealand had no real
match for Paul Dibb’s variation on
the Defence of Australia logic that set
Canberra’s investment parameters from
the mid-1980s.
Yet since the high profile
abandonment of New Zealand’s air
combat capability under Helen Clark’s
government, which inherited a new
and significant military commitment in
East Timor, a sustained commitment
to shaping the defence force for local
conditions has taken hold.
The first Defence White Paper of
the John Key years, published in 2010,
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confirmed that the demands of South
Pacific missions would be a crucial
driver of the defence force structure.
And concern about New Zealand’s
need to keep a close watch on its very
large Exclusive Economic Zone, let
alone respond in its even vaster Search
and Rescue area, has been shared by
both Labour-led and National-led
governments in some of their recent
capability decisions.
The 2016 Defence White Paper
takes this logic a step further. To

the South Pacific and New Zealand
EEZ missions is added a third area of
adjacent emphasis: the southern oceans
and Antarctica.
This is reflected in the new
determination to ensure that both
the replacement tanker and a third
offshore patrol vessel are icestrengthened. Antarctic considerations
will also factor into the government’s
decision-making on airlift
replacements for the C-130 Hercules
and 757 aircraft.
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That new emphasis on the colder
parts of New Zealand’s strategic
environment is partly a response to
external factors. There is undoubtedly
greater external interest in Antarctica
and the southern oceans and the
resources that lie under and in them
respectively.
But it is also a clever piece of
domestic politics. The Key government
knows that neither Labour nor the
Greens are likely to object to what
has become a Pacific-New ZealandAntarctic complex at the centre of
an implied Defence of New Zealand
Strategy.
That helps the government get
wider cross-partisan buy-in for a
good part of its defence capability
initiatives. But some of the features
of that $20 billion plan over the next
dozen or more years, which comprise
New Zealand’s largest defence capital
program since the Vietnam War era,
cannot be justified by these local
preoccupations.
For sure, maritime surveillance
is going to be needed for the Pacific,
New Zealand EEZ and Southern
Ocean missions. But not the level at
which the P3 Orions are being updated
(to say nothing of their most likely
replacements in the form of P8s).
Similarly while New Zealand may
need ocean going vessels of a frigate
size for some of these local missions,
it is really only when one thinks about
missions in Asian and global maritime
domains that the current upgrades
to the ANZACs (and any thought of
replacing frigates with frigates) really
make sense.
In many ways the Defence of
New Zealand finally makes strategic
sense for this country. To some extent
the Pacific-New Zealand-Antarctic
triumvirate is not unlike Australia’s
northern maritime approaches
argument.
But there is still a gap. Australia’s
old maritime sweet-spot, enhanced
by concerns about the South China
Sea and the Indo-Pacific, is readily
available to argue for Canberra’s
biggest and most expensive purchases.
The same does not quite go for New
Zealand’s advertised thinking in 2016.
Dealing with that tension will
require ongoing attention beyond the
Key government’s new White Paper.
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and carrying weight
In an exclusive interview with Line of Defence, University of Waikato’s Professor Alexander
Gillespie sees responsibilities in the 2016 DWP – some of which the paper aims to meet,
and some that it doesn’t.
LoD: In a Radio New Zealand report
you said that the $1.3 billion increase
is a big jump but it was enough to keep
pace with what the NZDF has rather
than expanding the base. How do you
see the increase overall?
AG: The general problem is that the
military is becoming expensive. It just
costs more and more each year. As
with everything, prices go up, but with
the military in particular because the
technology is so much more expensive,
so you’ve just got to be prepared to
build increases in to keep up. So yes, I
think the small increase they got in the
budget is justified.

Alexander Gillespie is professor of law
at Waikato University. He has published
16 books, including The Causes of War:
1000-1600 (Volume 2). He has been
engaged in policy formation for the
UN and has advised the New Zealand
government on multiple matters of
international concern.

I don’t see it as actually expanding
our footprint in terms of what we
possess, it’s just that we’ve run the
system to capacity over the last five
decades and everything’s worn out. So
it’s about largely replacing what we’ve
got. It’s not making it bigger, it’s just
making it contemporary.
I have questions about the size of
the budget. When you actually add it
all up [in terms of what each capability
might cost] it’s significantly less than
$20 billion, so there’s a lot of slop in the
budget. But I agree with the principle of
upgrading, absolutely.
LoD: Is the increase slated in the DWP
too much given that the White Paper
sees no direct threat foreseeable to
New Zealand in the current strategic
outlook?
AG: The whole question for people is
around how much our lives are at risk,
and that determines what we think is a
justifiable amount to be spent. You’ve
pretty much got three options:
The first option is whereby our
defence is tied to multilateral UN
based organisations where the UN
says “we’ll go in here, here or here.”
The second option is whereby it’s
tied to bilateral assessments where
our partners will say that we need to
go into Iraq, etc. The third option
is that there is no risk and you just
want patrol boats. In each one there
are layers that people have to work
through for themselves in terms of
what they consider to be the risks.
In terms of the White Paper, it
suggests that there are a number of
concerns but where we are different
to the Australian White Paper is that
the Australians are much more clear.

They say the South China Sea is a big
concern, whereas we are much more
nuanced. We’re not trying to take a
position, whereas Australia does.
We say that there is much more
concern over things like illegal fishing
and conservation of Antarctica. I
agree that these are problems, but I
don’t think it’s fair to suggest that you
need a budget of the type we’ve got to
stop illegal fishing. Illegal fishing is a
problem but not really in New Zealand,
it’s a problem in the Pacific.
So whether you need to have this
type of budget to solve that, or to protect
Antarctica, is very questionable. It would
be more direct if you actually said that
we need this type of budget to keep up
with our partners or to keep up with our
UN mandates… in carrying our weight.
LoD: You’ve have said there is a sense
that New Zealand’s allies thought it
should be doing more. Where is that
coming from?
AG: There is a long standing feeling
that we’ve run down our capacity. It’s
a perception more than an articulated
view that whenever we turn up we’re
not the most well resourced that we
could be.
It’s a bigger problem not in terms
of specific capabilities but in terms of
percentages we give to the military
budget, and the sense that the trend of
arms-to-GDP has gone upwards globally.
The US is on record as requesting that all
of its friends spend at least two percent
of their GDP on the military.
The US, I think, spends 3.3 percent.
Australia has made its two percent,
the UK has made its two percent, and
the hope is that other countries like us
would also make two percent.
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It’s an issue of equity. If all
countries are spending 1%, 2% or 3%,
then everyone is feeling that it’s being
dealt with equitably. But New Zealand
hasn’t done that for a long time, so
there’s a feeling that we’re not doing
as much on a per capita basis as our
friends are.
LoD: There appears to be a closening
relationship between New Zealand and
the US. Do you think that may have
played a role?
AG: If you look at the language of the
White Paper, we’ve recognised that
the relationship with the US is the best
it’s been in 30 years. And clearly we’re
drifting into a much closer orbit with
the US in terms of five-eyes and in
terms of bilateral missions such as what
we’re doing in Iraq.
But we don’t even get close to two
percent with the $20 billion. We’re
closer to – I’m guessing – 1.4 or 1.5 and
so there will be disappointment in the
US that we didn’t get to the two percent
threshold.

LoD: You mentioned that New
Zealand’s position on China was more
nuanced than Australia’s. In the DWP
there is much narrative around the
idea of a rules based international
order.
AG: That language is code for “we
support America”. There are paper
walls between us and Australia and
the US. What the White Paper is
saying is that Australia is our foremost
ally, America is important, Europe is
important, China is important, but
we’re not ranking them as clearly as
what the Australians are doing.
We say “Australia is our best mate,”
and Australia says “the US is our best
mate.” What that would mean in terms
of sequence is that if Australia gets
dragged into a fight over the US, we’re
going to help Australia.
LoD: Is it a status quo white paper?
AG: It’s not a radical paper. $20 billion
is a lot of money, but I think that most
people accept that we need to upgrade
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what we’ve got. It’s not about expanding
what we’ve got, it’s just about keeping it
current.
The area that concerns me is that we
need better detail on what the money
is going to be spent on. The Australian
white paper said “we’re going to
go from six submarines to eight
submarines.” It would be helpful if we
had this type of certainty.
You couldn’t have any other
government department that was about
to be gifted $20 billion and not really
have a clear template of what they’re
intending on buying for that amount.
There are also some questions
that would be good to get clarity on.
What’s our position on drones, for
example? Are we going to get into the
market for buying drones? And, if we
are, what uses do we see for them?
Are we going to get drone defence?
Some of the more nuggety issues were
not mapped out, and I think that was
a mistake.
I think it is good to be upfront with
the public over these types of things.
All budgets need transparency.
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Groundbreaking OPV a new option
for maritime surveillance
DIMDEX (Doha International Maritime
Defence Exhibition and Conference)
2016 saw the signing of an 89 million
Euro MOU between Qatar’s Air Force
and Reiner Stemme Utility Air-Systems
(RS-UAS) for the production of a
radically innovative optionally piloted
vehicle (OPV). Due for delivery in
early 2017, these new hybrid aircraft
are set to change the face of mediumaltitude long endurance maritime, land
and border surveillance.
In piloted conventional aircraft
mode, the Q01 accommodates up to
three crew in a non-pressurised cabin
operating at low altitudes of 1015,000 feet, with a range of 1,350nm
(2,500km). In this mode it fulfills
EASA CS-23 and FAA rules for IFR
operated single engine piston aircraft,
allowing its unrestricted use in civil
airspace.
In UAV (Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle) mode, the Q01’s low weight
construction and low fuel-burn
internal combustion engine provides
up to 50-hours endurance, or a range
of 4,500nm (8,335km), at altitudes up
to 30,000 feet. Unmanned, the aircraft
can undertake dangerous or long
repetitive missions in airspace where
the flight of a UAS is permitted.
The Qatari Air Force aircraft
will be equipped with a THALES
radar and WESCAM’s MX 20
EO/ IR (electro-optical/infrared)
ISR (intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance) system. They will
mainly be operated in maritime border
control missions, and are intended to
play a role in the security of Qatari oil
resources and the interruption of drug
and weapon smuggling operations in
the Persian Gulf.

With a maritime
domain including
its EEZ and a search
and rescue area
of responsibility
extending from
Antarctica to the
Equator, NZ’s
own maritime
surveillance needs
are increasingly
far-flung.

Paul Buchanan, Chief Operations
Officer of Future Aeronautical System
Technologies, RS-UAS’ distribution
partner in New Zealand, sees the clear
potential of the Q01 platform for land
and maritime surveillance within the
Australasian context.
With a maritime domain defined in
the recent NZ Defence White Paper
as including its Exclusive Economic
Zone and a search and rescue area
of responsibility extending from
Antarctica to the Equator, New
Zealand’s own maritime surveillance
needs are increasingly far-flung and
varied. “As activity in this domain
increases,” states the White Paper,
“incidents requiring a New Zealand
response are more likely to occur.”
According to Buchanan, the
airframe’s biggest advantage is
its ability to either be manned or
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unmanned as required with little fuss.
“Also the underwing quick change
pods allow sensor loads to change
easily or put on a serviceable airframe
rather than sitting in a maintenance
hanger unusable.”
Possessing a 1,000 kg payload, the
Q01 can carry an enormous amount of
equipment, including a wide range of
electronic and optical sensor systems.
The fuselage can host up to 600kg
of payload, with two inner and two
outer pylons that can host sensors or
external fuel tanks for extended range
missions. An electro-optical payload

is located under the pilot’s cabin, and
radar at the rear of the fuselage. The
aircraft power plant provides 18 kW
electric power supply for payloads,
further 4.4 kW available for aircraft
systems.
The Reiner Stemme design boasts
exceptional flight performance
provided by high-aspect ratio laminar
wing aero-dynamics and low fuelburn for long endurance. It can reach
a speed of 190 knots (352kph), and
achieve a line surveillance path of
4,500nm (8,335km).
The Q01’s Technify/Continental

6-cylinder, 3 litre turbocharged IC
310 hp engine delivers 310 hp (228
kW) and can burn both Jet A-1 or
diesel. The exhaust system is designed
for minimal heat emission, which,
along with its very low radar signature
airframe, gives the aircraft impressive
stealth attributes.
*-(*- $)!*-(/$*)*0//# Ҋ
прѶ1$.$/
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Technologies’ website:
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Finding needles in the
airspace haystack
Surveillance specialist CRK brings Dedrone civilian drone
detection technology to New Zealand
Disruptive technology’s destructive
potential
Coined in 1995 by economist Clayton
M. Christensen, it’s become popular
to talk about radically innovative
technologies as ‘disruptive’. In our
airspaces, Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS), or ‘drones’, have arguably
constituted the most disruptive
technology to have landed in recent
years.
Selling for as little as a few
hundred dollars per unit, the rapid
commoditisation of drones has been
made possible by their affordability.
According to the US Consumer
Technology Association, the total
forecast for 2016 US drone sales tops

2.8 million units, a leap of almost 150
percent from 2015. That’s a whole lot of
‘wrong hands’ for units to potentially
fall into!
According to drone detection
developer Dedrone GmbH, drones
selling for a paltry $500 have disrupted
the $400 billion security market. They
point to a growing list of security
incidents involving drones as presenting
an unprecedented challenge to the
security of stadiums, prisons, airports,
critical infrastructure, and government
installations. As reported in the April
issue of Line of Defence (Sky Wars:
Understanding the dark art of drone
detection), drones are being used illicitly
to carry contraband over prison walls,

and to fly low over airports and military
installations. And they’re becoming
more powerful. Dedrone reports that
drone maximums now include ranges of
50km, speeds of 171 km/hour, payloads
of 15kg and flight times of 4 hours.
As commercially available drones
are getting cheaper and carrying heavier
payloads, corrections facilities are
struggling to keep weapons and illicit
items out of prisoners’ hands. In a
recent example, it was reported on 10
May that six inmates were injured after
taking a batch of dodgy legal highs
allegedly dropped into HMP Oakwood
prison by drone.
In February, a team of British
intelligence analysts drew up a chilling
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scenario in which terrorists launch a
swarm of small drones in an attack on
a major sporting event like the Super
Bowl or Super Rugby Final, unleashing
multiple explosive devices on those
seated in the stadium.
In May it was reported that the
number of reported near-misses between
drones and planes was on the rise, with
almost one every week since the start of
2016. Freedom of Information requests
in the US show that there have been 49
‘proximity reports’ submitted by pilots
since April 2014.
Introducing the Dedrone Drone
Tracker 1.5
“The good news is that we have a
technical solution to the problem,”
states Jörg Lamprecht, Dedrone’s
CEO. The company is the developer of
DroneTracker, a multi-sensor system for
the detection of civilian drones, which
integrates audio, video and near infrared
detection capabilities to seek out and
raise the alarm against drone threats.
This merging of different sensor
systems allows DroneTracker to reliably
detect and identify drones day or night
within a radius of 100 metres, and to
trigger an alarm so that the threat may
be assessed and responded to. The area
to be monitored can be extended by an
interaction of several DroneTrackers
placed at intervals along a perimeter.
Drone Tracker 1.5’s visual detection
capability is provided by an industrial
standard HD camera (1080p, 60-120
degrees), infrared camera, and fast
data processing, while audio detection
is powered by dual sonic/ultrasonic
sensors (0-96kHz) with background
filtering for precise acoustical detection.
Intelligent pattern recognition,
based on DroneDNA software,
a database which relies on UAS
manufacture data to develop
profiles of specific drone models,
keeps DroneTracker in the know.
Complimenting this is Dedrone Cloud
Services Integration, which enables the
system to learn faster and continuously
improve its detection capability.
At just 43cm across, the Drone
Tracker 1.5 is considerably more
compact than competitor solutions,
making this drone detector itself
difficult to detect. A rugged, IP54
classified housing made of UV and
weather resistant plastic provides for a
resilient, very low maintenance unit.

Drone Region of Interest Detection

Bringing the science fiction down to
earth
The fledgling drone detection industry
offers several detection methods,
with five currently in common use:
audio, video, thermal, radar and radio
frequency. DroneTracker’s combination
of audio, video and near infrared
sensors, is designed for maximum effect
within a 100m radius to deal specifically
with the threat posed by commercially
available drones.
Competitor Blighter’s AUDS
system combines electronic-scanning
radar target detection, electro-optical
classification and radio frequency to
detect and then deploy countermeasures
to neutralise a malevolent drone. Other

Audio Detection

systems, such as the SkyJack drone, is
able to detect and then take control of
targeted drones while in-flight, turning
them into zombies.
These are impressive capabilities
to be sure, but where DroneTracker
comes into its own is its ability to tie
the science fiction of drone warfare
down to the clear and present reality
of securing people and assets against
drone threats within a civilian
context.
Designed to be integrated in
existing alarm systems, DroneTracker
can provide monitoring personnel with
the information and evidence base
they need to appropriately and lawfully
respond to an incursion. In short, the
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Integration in Existing Alarm Systems
t

Easy configuration

t

Easy integration in third party
alarm systems, e.g. BIS

t

High usability and efficiency for
the staff

t

No additional servers needed
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system provides the technology to
enable existing security operations to
have the drone threat covered.
It’s technology aimed at disrupting
the bad guys by enabling the good guys
to get on with their job.
To this end, SNMP connectivity for
third party alarm system integration
provides for easy configuration, and
no additional servers are needed to
accommodate the system. Its user
interface is protected by secure login

authentication and supported by an
integrated online help system and user
manual.
‘Dedroning’ prisons
Concerned with the rising number of
drone incidents reported from other
prisons, Suffolk County Prison, one of the
largest prisons in New York State, USA,
installed DroneTracker in order to protect
its facilities against the drone threat. Like
all prisons, Suffolk County had elaborate

security provisions on the ground - high
walls with razor wire, security cameras,
spots etc - but above the fence the
airspace was completely unprotected.
Prison authorities had identified a
need to protect their facility against
drone intrusion before an incident
happened. Preventing the dropping of
contraband into prison courtyards at
anytime during the day or night would
eliminate the serious threat to inmates
and prison employees posed by aerial
smuggling.
The prison provided maps of the
correctional system to the Dedrone
team who, in cooperation with the
prison, analysed the maps and identified
the most critical areas for drone
intrusions. Dedrone then created a plan
with an optimal set-up and alignment
of DroneTracker sensors for maximum
coverage of the site.
With drone detection, the
opportunity for the smuggling of
drugs, mobile phones and weapons
is now greatly reduced. The prison
also receives valuable data on drone
activities on the site, such as the
number of drone intrusions, times,
drone models, recurring drones. This
gives prison authorities the data they
need to carry out searches selectively,
leading to more effective and efficient
use of prison guard resources.
DroneTracker also provides the
prison with several response options
in the case of a drone alert. Depending
on the situation, monitoring staff are
able to track the drone’s flight path and
determine its destination, and inform
officers in the sector the drone is
heading to so that they can immediately
intercept dropped contraband and
take other defensive measures, such as
locking inmates in their cells.
Monitoring staff can follow the
drone’s return path in order to inform
a search for the pilot, and jamming
capabilities can be integrated and be
triggered automatically to stop the
drone in its tracks. Importantly, video
evidence of each drone intrusion is
recorded for further investigation and
potential prosecution.
For more information on the Dedrone
)-*) -& -рѵфѶ*)//ѷ
CRK New Zealand on
#*) ѷпшсцхтсц
Email: cctv@crknz.co.nz
Web: www.crknz.co.nz
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Common sense required in
commenting on terrorist threat
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what is an often emotive topic

M

ixed reaction met a 6th
August New Zealand Herald
article titled “Personal
Security - Keeping You
Safe”, which reported on a ‘leaked’
memo from the NZDF Chief Security
Officer to Defence personnel. The
memo, which stated that NZDF staff
were especially vulnerable to attacks by
terrorist groups, was viewed by some
with ridicule and others with suspicion.
The article quoted Jeffrey Sluka,
a Massey University academic who
specialises in political terrorism, as
stating that the memo was “patently
ridiculous and deranged”. “It’s irrational
and dangerous to ramp up people’s
fears to see dangers where they don’t
exist,” he commented.

Social media has even elicited
conspiracy theories on the topic, with
one blogger asking “is this memo
just a distraction because the national
government have been caught up in
something else - or are they sending
more troops in[?]”
Stewart O’Reilly, Director of
Training at the New Zealand Security
Association sees things differently. “In
general terms, the contents of the memo
are fairly standard personal safety
suggestions, and are worth reading by
anyone.”
“The Health and Safety at Work Act
2015 requires employers to provide
their staff with information and
training regarding potential risks to
their safety, and this memo may be a

measure by NZDF to comply with that
requirement,” he suggested.
According to O’Reilly, the memo
not only made good sense, but
should also constitute a standard for
government agencies and also for
the private sector. “Any NZ business
sending staff overseas should be
considering all of the potential threats
to their safety,” he said. “Those engaged
in certain sectors within New Zealand,
such as hospitality and major events
should also be factoring in terrorism in
the health and safety planning.”
He pointed out that the UK
Ministry of Defence had also issued an
official warning to military personnel
that they could be targeted by terrorists
while holidaying with their families in
August. “They have been warned to
cover up tattoos showing regimental
logos, slogans or numbers during
summer breaks abroad.”
The risk of a terror inspired attack
on NZDF personnel, he pointed out,
would have to be considered in light
of the recent history of attacks or
attempted attacks on other five-eyes
soldiers in civilian settings, including
the:
•
•

Carlton Ruffell PSP CPP, director of Ruffell
and Associates Ltd, has directed protective
security strategies for diplomats, Members
of Parliament and military personnel in
New Zealand and in high-risk conflict
zones overseas. He is a former Security
Information Officer for New Zealand’s
Parliamentary Service, and has served in
the NZ Police and NZDF.

Stewart O’Reilly is NZSA Director of
Training. His background is a mix of
education and security roles, including
15-years as an intelligence officer helping
develop New Zealand’s Counter Terrorism
capacity. He has held the designation of
Certified Anti-Terrorism Specialist (CAS)
from the international Anti-Terrorism
Accreditation Board (ATAB) since 2008.

•
•

Murder of British fusilier Lee Rigby
in May 2013
Arrest of five teenagers in
Melbourne in connection with a
plot that officials said would have
been carried out at the Anzac Day
ceremony in 2015
Conviction of Junead Ahmed Khan
for plotting to kill US servicemen in
Britain in April 2014
Attack on a uniformed member of
the Australian Defence Force in
September 2014
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•

Attempted kidnapping of a RAF
member outside a base in Norfolk in
July 2016

Terrorist threat to New Zealand
According to a spokesman for the
New Zealand Intelligence Community,
terrorism threat levels are assessed by
the multi-agency Combined Threat
Assessment Group (CTAG) and are
“used by government agencies to
inform their management of risk and
their advice to the public (for example,
through travel advisories).”
According to the spokesman, the
international threat environment has
deteriorated over the last couple of
years, and the domestic terrorism
threat level has changed from VERY
LOW to LOW. “What this means is
that the risk of a domestic terrorism
event has been assessed as possible, but
not expected.”
According to O’Reilly, although the
threat level here remains low, 30-40
people nevertheless remain on NZSIS’s
watchlist, and, importantly, it is those
that the agency is not aware of that
pose the greatest danger. “ ‘Lone wolf’
terrorists, such as the attackers in Nice
and Orlando can operate under the
radar of intelligence services,”he said.
“They can be disaffected individuals
with no known links to terrorist groups
who act out their sick fantasies without
any specific external direction.”
Carlton Ruffell, author of Protecting
People in New Zealand, stresses that
clarifying exactly what is meant by such
terms as ‘terrorist’ and ‘extremist’ is
important in assessing the threat.
“If by extremist we mean teams of
trained people travelling to our country
intent on committing violent acts, I

think the likelihood [of an attack] is
relatively low,” he suggests. “If we mean
a disaffected person committing an
attack, we face the same risks as the rest
of the world. These disaffected people
can come from the periphery of more
mainstream Issue Motivated Groups
or may be the loners, with very specific
and personal grievances, questing for
their own idea of justice.”
“When assessing the terrorist threat,
the likelihood is so low in most parts of
the world – not just New Zealand - that
we need to use a different kind of risk
assessment. We look at the desirability
of the target from the point of view
of threat groups and then look at the
current tactics of those groups. If we
see a vulnerability, the organisation can
then decide to take counter measures.
0//$)"Ҁ/ --*-$.(ҁ$)/*+ -.+ /$1
“It’s very important to be careful
in our use of language,” Australian
Attorney-General George Brandis told
the ABC Television’s Insiders program
in the wake of the Munich shooting
in July. “Not every mass casualty
attack is an act of terrorism. Not every
premeditated act of violence is an act
of terrorism.”
Brandis points out that Australian
legislation provides for a very specific
definition of terrorism. “If we’re going
to understand this problem we have
to anatomise it correctly,” he said.
“We must be very careful in our use
of language so that we don’t spray the
word terrorism around too loosely.”
According to Ruffell, there is a
tendency internationally for the term
“terrorist” to be used in relation to
any extreme act of violence. “This is
pejorative and appears to be used by

any government who disagrees with
opposing non-state actors,” he said.
“The term ‘terrorist’ is not very
helpful when trying to understand
why a person would commit an act
of targeted violence. Once someone’s
been labelled a terrorist, all further
analysis is seemingly unnecessary, as
if there is nothing to be learned from
the person’s motivation or situation…
This is a poor approach if your goal
is to prevent future acts of targeted
violence.”
Citing the German public as an
example, Ruffell suggests that a well
informed, educated public which
puts these attacks into perspective is
important. “They have the wisdom
to see recent extremist attacks in
Germany for what they are: attempts
by some very angry people to ruin a
good thing, which is the acceptance of
Syrian refuges into their country.”
“An over-reaction to extremist
acts by the populace can create a
very unpleasant society,” he warned.
“Sometimes this means a populace
that accepts major curbs on privacy,
sanctions military action with illdefined goals or, elects a populist
politician who maintains tension to
keep personal power.”
“The ability of the public to put
these terrible acts in perspective
puts great pressure on the media
to responsibly report the nuances
of situations, which will allow a
well informed public to make wise
decisions. The media, which is under
great pressure just to survive under
current business models, must resist
the temptation to turn tragedy into
“click-bait” with sensationalist,
emotive headlines.”
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Developments in Civil Defence
Airbnb and Auckland Council sign disaster relief MOU

A

irbnb has signed an historic
agreement with Auckland
Council to provide
accommodation support in
the event of natural disasters. The
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
will enable Airbnb to provide free
temporary accommodation to residents
impacted by disasters in the region.
Under the terms of the MoU with
Auckland Council, Airbnb’s disaster
response tool will make all Airbnb
bookings in areas affected by a natural
disaster fee-free, mobilise the Airbnb
host community in the affected area,
and connect guests to hosts that have
space to offer in the affected area via a
dynamic landing page.
The tool will also allow local
residents with extra space to host those
in need, provide Airbnb 24/7 customer
support and other services and general
disaster response information to guests
and hosts.
“The experience following the
Christchurch earthquakes shows New
Zealanders will open up their homes to
those who require help, whether they be
displaced families or emergency service
workers,” said Mayor Len Brown. “The
agreement with Airbnb helps to make
this process easier.”
According to Auckland CDEM
Director John Dragicevich, the MOU
is an example of the city working
with different groups to prepare for
emergency situations. “Emergency
services, charities and government
agencies all work with Auckland
Council to prepare for disasters. This
agreement is a great example of private
enterprise stepping up and working
with the council to provide the promise
of help during times of need.”
Since its launch in 2013, Airbnb’s
disaster response tool has been deployed
in the wake of the Nepal earthquake,
Hawaii’s Kilauea volcano eruption, and
flooding in southern France, Liguria,
the Balkans, London, Sardinia and
Colorado. Airbnb has signed similar
agreements with Victoria in Australia
and Alberta in Canada.

Airbnb team with Auckland Mayor Len Brown
Youth in Civil Defence Fund
initiatives announced
Seven initiatives will each receive
$5,000 of funding under the inaugural
Youth in Civil Defence Fund, Acting
Youth Minister Anne Tolley announced
on 21st October. “This fund is about
increasing the involvement of young
people in civil defence and emergency
preparedness,” said Mrs Tolley.
Organisations including local
Councils, Civil Defence Emergency
Management Groups and others
will receive funding for initiatives
ranging from a two-day workshop
which includes a trip to White Island’s
active volcano to the creation of a civil
defence video resource. Specifically,
recipients and their initiatives include:
• Auckland Regional Helicopter
Trust, for Rescue Run 2016, a teambased event that sees young people
participating in a series of simulated
emergency response situations.
• Northland Youth Theatre Trust,
for a Civil Defence Emergency
Preparedness Video Project. The
project will involve young people
working alongside performing
arts mentors to create two short
films with a focus on emergency
preparedness.
• Horowhenua District Council, for
Leadership Camp at Makahika
Outdoor Pursuits Centre. By using
real-life emergency scenarios,
this camp will help develop the

•

•

•

•

leadership skills and knowledge of
young people.
Bay of Plenty CDEM, for Exercise
Whakaari 2016. The two-day
mentoring workshop will see young
people discussing how emergency
management works in NZ and the
possibilities of future opportunities,
and provide a chance to visit White
Island.
Auckland CDEM, for a threeday Emergency Services Camp.
This camp will see young people
from disadvantaged backgrounds
engaging with various emergency
services (St John, NZ Fire,
Coastguard) in a rural setting.
Hurunui District Council, for Get
Ready, Get Through Civil Defence
Hui. The Hui will introduce
young people to civil defence and
emergency preparedness, and
provide mentoring by previous
Youth in Emergency Services
programme participants.
Chatham Islands Council, for Civil
Defence Cadet Program. This
program will enable young people
to see the working environment of
an Emergency Operations Centre
while engaging in mock emergency
situations.
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Deportations reflect challenges
of halting student visa fraud
Line of Defence Magazine’s editor ponders the great opportunity-risk dichotomy that is
the Indian international student market, and the challenges it poses to New Zealand’s
border integrity and economy.
In a shakedown seen by critics as
largely punitive, dozens of international
students from India were served
deportation letters by INZ in September
for producing fake documents.
According to India’s High Commissioner
in Wellington, unions and others, rather
than targeting the students, INZ should
have targeted the offshore education
agents they say perpetrated the fraud.
International education is big
business, bringing more than $2.5 billion
into the New Zealand economy, and
offshore education agents play a key role
in recruiting foreign students to our
educational institutions.
These agents assist students
with their enrolment and associated
visa applications for a fee (from the
student) and a commission (from the
institution). The problem is that they
are largely unregulated (unlike Licensed
Immigration Advisers), and in the
major source market of India this has
led to massive systemic fraud among
applications for student visas.
Complicating this is the fact that
there is a preference among private
training establishments (PTEs) and
some institutes of technology and
polytechnics (ITPs) for unlicensed
agents, who in turn promote enrolment
in lower level courses as a stepping stone
to eventual residence in New Zealand
via avenues such as the Post-Study Work
Visa.
It’s a big problem, because India is
the second largest and fastest growing
source of international students in
New Zealand, second only to China.
According to Education New Zealand,
there were more than 24,000 Indian
students enrolled to study here in 2015,
an increase of 50 percent from the year
before.
According to INZ, the visa approval
rate for Indian nationals from January

to end of July 2016 was 44.2 percent.
In other words, more visa applications
lodged by Indian nationals are being
refused than approved. It’s a glaring
statistic indicating that something is very
wrong.
INZ’s website declares that their
Mumbai Office is responsible for almost
half of INZ’s global ‘Character Decline’
decisions (application declined due to
fraud or false or misleading information).
“Most fraud is driven and enabled
by a large network of lower quality,
unlicensed student agents,” it states,
“with the worst agents using fraud in
over 70% of their student applications
submitted.”
For its part, INZ has stated that
“holding agents accountable for their
behaviour is a key pillar of Mumbai
Office’s 2016 risk management strategy.”
It has launched research efforts in
relation to agents of concern, and where
agents are found to be systemically
utilising fraud, the Mumbai Office
will be deploying counter-measures,

including notifying education providers
and recommending they cancel their
contracts with these agents.
It’s an issue of pressing national
interest. New Zealand competes for the
student dollar in a competitive global
market against the likes of the US,
UK, Canada and Australia. As such,
imposing an onerous regulatory regime
on offshore student agents (akin to the
licensed immigration adviser scheme)
would risk leading agents to consider
sending their clients elsewhere.
At the same time, measures such
as deporting students who are already
in New Zealand risk alienating various
stakeholder groups, including the
governments of student source countries,
such as India. In relation to the
deportations, for example, Indian High
Commissioner Sanjiv Kohli commented
that it was “grossly unfair” to target the
students after they had been granted
visas without proper scrutiny of their
documents.
In a recent Asia New Zealand
Foundation report India & New Zealand:
Growing our connectivity, which examines
the New Zealand India relationship,
former High Commissioner to India
Graeme Waters writes that “The growth
in the number of Indian students has
been impressive, but it is now in both
countries’ interest to focus higher up the
education value chain.”
Aiming higher up the value chain
is a worthy long term objective. In
the meantime, intelligent operational
measures by INZ to identify fraud, tier
risk, act on the data, and communicate
the message are needed to disrupt the
rouge agent modus operandi. Ultimately,
reducing the number of fraudulent
applications being lodged will result in
less refusals and deportations due to
fraud and the reputational safeguarding
of a multi-billion-dollar industry.
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Hawk Dynasty
New patrol vessel for NZ Customs
New Hawk V patrol vessel to provide Customs with maritime patrol boost

C

ustoms minister Nicky
Wagner announced on 18th
September that New Zealand
Customs is investing in a
world-class patrol vessel to
“reinforce and enhance the protection
of New Zealand’s maritime border.”
“I’m delighted to announce this new
vessel, which will be locally-designed,
purpose-built, and equipped with stateof-the-art electronics,” she said. “It will
boost Customs’ capabilities to identify
risk and carry out enforcement work
beyond our territorial waters.”
According to Ms Wagner, the
decision comes after 15 months
of consultation and contribution

by partner agencies and maritime
experts. The vessel will be based in
Auckland and operate with a crew of
four Customs officers with specialist
maritime expertise. Delivery is expected
in 2017-2018.
To be named Hawk V, the new vessel
will replace Hawk IV, which has been in
service for 18 years. It is the fifth Customs
patrol vessel to bear the name Hawk,
following the tradition of Customs’ first
vessel which entered service in 1881.
The vessel will be similar in size and
shape to New Zealand Police’s vessel
Deodar III and similar in design to
vessels operated by New Zealand Coast
Guard and Victoria Police.

According to Waterline Magazine,
Hawk V – like Deodar III – be designed
by Teknicraft and built by Q-West Boat
Builders in Wanganui. Deodar III is
17.4 metres Loa, 6.9 metres wide and
boasts a service speed of 30 knots and
top speed of 43 knots. It is Hamilton Jet
powered, Hawk V although similar to
Deodar III will incorporate improved
hull design features and an adjustable
foil system. The vessel will be powered
by twin DI 16 Scania diesel engines
rated at 800kw.
It’s a step up for the Hawk patrol
vessel lineage. By comparison, outgoing
Hawk IV is a 16.5 metre Salthouse
Soverign 52, 16.7 metres in length and
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powered by twin Scania DS19 400 HP
diesel marine engines. At its launch
in 1998, then Customs Minister John
Luxton described it as having a cruising
speed of 25 knots and 500 plus nautical
mile cruising speed range.
Hawk IV’s predecessor, Hawk III,
was smaller again, of limited range
and utility and unable to handle all sea
conditions.
“Customs has always had a strong
maritime role that spans across its 176year history,” said Ms Wagner. “While
the early days of chasing tobacco
smugglers are long gone, maintaining
its capabilities to respond to threats is
as crucial as ever.”
The enhanced capability, however,
comes at a time when Customs has been
struggling to fulfill its maritime patrol
mandate.
Late last year, Radio NZ reported
that Customs had stated that a lack of
resources means it cannot patrol almost
half the highest risk maritime areas
for illegal behaviour such as people
smuggling and unlawful fishing. “In
its annual report, the agency says it
allocated surveillance resources to 57
percent of those areas, well below the
80 percent target.”

But before Customs takes delivery
of its new vessel, it will be utilising
existing capabilities to handle the
annual arrival of overseas yachts for the
summer. “The traditional small craft
arrival season starts in mid-October and
continues through to mid-December.
Customs expects 420-440 arrivals
during this time,” Ms Wagner stated.
“Customs and Ministry for Primary
Industries will again join forces to
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facilitate the arrivals, while managing
risks to protect our border,” she said.
“Part of this includes coordinating and
deploying Customs’ and other agencies’
vessels for maritime patrols in the
northern region and other ports.”
“Customs’ recent decision to invest
in a world-class patrol vessel will
further boost capabilities to carry out
border protection beyond our territorial
waters.”

Wanganui, New Zealand
Phone: + 64 6 349 0035
Email: sales@q west.co.nz
Website: www.q west.com
-

MANUFACTURERS OF CUSTOM ALUMINIUM PATROL VESSELS
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( ҌImmigration New Zealand
getting real on identity
New identity management system IDme is the kick-start of a biometrics push for INZ.
Harnessing biometric data to minimise the threat posed to our borders by identity
fraud is an important move, but balancing security with privacy and service concerns
will be key.

I

mmigration New Zealand’s new
identity management system, part
of INZ’s ‘Vision 2015’ program,
rolled out over the weekend of
28-29 May. Known as IDme
(Identity Management Engine), the
system will enable INZ to confirm a
person’s identity using biometric data,
constituting a powerful new weapon
against identity fraud by visa applicants.
“IDme is a major step change in
our ability to protect against identity
fraud by non-New Zealanders,” said
Immigration Minister Mr Woodhouse
upon the launch of the new system. “It
gives greater assurance that the visa
system detects and prevents identity
fraud.”
“Accessible and reliable identity
information, underpinned by
biometrics, will provide a solid base
for detecting potential identity fraud
before people enter New Zealand and
will also help detect non-compliant
people already in New Zealand,”
Vision 2015’s Director, Catriona
McKay, told Line of Defence. “IDme
provides INZ with enhanced capability
to be the authoritative source of
identity information for all non-New
Zealanders.”
According to McKay, the system will
give INZ identity assurance parity with
international partners, “strengthening
international trust and confidence in
the integrity of the immigration system
and border.” With New Zealand’s fiveeyes partners and Europe’s Schengen
Agreement countries already boasting
well-developed biometrics programs,
INZ has some catching-up to do.

As part of the project, INZ gains
a new in-house fingerprint capability
(previously provided by NZ Police) and
a new facial image matching capability
online and at the border secondary
line. Facial image matching against
personal data already held by INZ,
currently available only in relation to
persons from five countries, is set to be
rolled out to all clients and fingerprints
captured and matched for higher risk
clients.
“At the moment facial images
stored by INZ will not be accessed and
compared in real time by other border
systems,” stated McKay. “However,
we are currently exploring options to
take biometric information captured in
border systems such as SmartGate and
matching that information against INZ
holdings.”
The road to universal
biometric enrolment
There is also a separate biometric
enrolment project underway, with the
small existing biometric enrolment
caseload of asylum seekers and
protection applicants to be expanded.
However, IDme’s introduction,
according to McKay, “does not change
the proportion of visa applicants that
have their biometric data collected in
the short term.”
“INZ has been obtaining facial
images from practically all visa
applicants for some years and has
also been obtaining fingerprints from
people formally interviewed at the
border and as part of our Refugee
programme,” she stated. Nevertheless,

Immigration Minister,
Hon Michael Woodhouse

airports and refugee missions will
receive new equipment to improve the
collection of fingerprints and enable
the in-person capture of a facial
image.
In the current border security
setting, identity is front and centre in
relation to the management of visa
applications, and IDme’s person-centric
biometrics-based identity model will
supersede INZ’s traditional reliance
on more readily falsifiable biographic
information.
But that’s just the start. According
to McKay, an identity strategy with
the long term goal of “full in-person
biometric enrolment (face and
fingerprint) from all visa required
customers seeking entry to New
Zealand,” has been approved.
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Requiring biometric enrolment from
all visa applicants is something that
many of New Zealand’s international
partners currently do, however, it is a
significant change for INZ. For this
reason, says McKay, INZ will be taking
a phased approach. “This would look at
selecting candidates for full biometric
enrolment on a risk-basis, and gradually
introduce the improved procedures over
a period of time.”
The need for balance
A slow and steady approach makes sense.
In addition to the privacy concerns that
government biometric collection and
associated data sharing agreements raise,
there are also debates around the method
and frequency of collection. Perceived by
some as intrusive, biometric collection
is seen by most visa applicants as just
downright inconvenient.
Amid IDme’s arrival has been a
series of customer-focused changes in
INZ known collectively as Immigration
ONLINE. A web-based portal now
allows people to apply for visas online,
with third party partners, such as
immigration advisers and lawyers, also
able to apply online on behalf of their
clients. Passport-free applications and
label-less visas (eVisas) have also been
extended to many countries. For these
applicants that means no more queuing
up at an NZ embassy for a visa.
So, on the one hand, online
applications that require neither
physical passports nor visa labels enable
visa applicants to submit an application
from virtually anywhere, making what
was a traditionally paper-based process

far more convenient. Yet on the other
hand, biometric enrolment requires that
a visa applicant front up in-person to an
immigration office to have their finger
and facial data collected, thus imposing
a new level of inconvenience.
It’s a predicament that Australia’s
immigration department faced late last
year when they rolled out a biometric
enrolment requirement to non-NZ
citizens in New Zealand applying for
visas to Australia. All of a sudden,
applicants living in far-flung parts
of the country who had previously
couriered their applications or applied
online were now having to make a
trip into Australian Visa Application
Centres (VACs) in Auckland or
Queenstown to get photographed and
finger printed.
Just last month – and to coincide
with the start of direct WellingtonCanberra flights – VAC operator TT
Services went a long way to solving the
predicament with the commencement of
weekly mobile – or ‘pop-up’ – centres in
Wellington and Christchurch. Proving
popular, TT Services’ Wellington centre
(operating out of the Willis Wellington
Hotel) has been booked out on most of
its three days of operation per week.
Such innovative ‘taking it to the
customer’ approaches to biometric
collection go some way to making up
ground on the service front, at least
until – sometime well into the future
– governments become comfortable
with applicants collecting their own
biometrics via smartphone. Until then, a
slow and steady approach will help INZ
to manage a staged implementation

that can potentially benefit from rapidly
evolving biometric capture technologies
and service offerings.
More or less on track
Despite an early setback, the IDme
project appears to be drawing towards
successful completion by main supplier
Datacom.
According to a November
2015 Major Projects Performance
Information Release published by the
Treasury, “Datacom overlooked some
of MBIE’s requirements when they
quoted for development of identity
management software. The programme
has agreed to a change in schedule
to enable Datacom sufficient time
to perform the unanticipated extra
development work.”
“The programme has retained the
right to call on contractual remedies
with Datacom to mitigate the risk, but
advise that good progress has been
made, with an agreement expected by
late August 2015,” the report continued.
“This has been a long and complex
project and INZ and Datacom have
worked together to build a quality
product and achieve a successful
outcome,” Catriona McKay told Line of
Defence.
IDme is an important step for
INZ, and along with Customs’ hugely
successful SmartGate system there
is every likelihood it will eventually
form an integral part of a complete
biometrics-based identity management
ecosystem that will make New
Zealand’s borders among the most
secure in the world.
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Ladder to the Moon
Conflict catches up with NZ army captain in Middle East
Author: P.J. Fry
0'$.# -ѷ Longview International
ѷ $34.99
It is 1977. Leila Ashrawi, from a middleclass Palestinian family dispossessed
during bitter fighting in the Arab Israeli
War of 1967, and John Ferris, a New
Zealand Army captain serving as a UN
military observer on the Israel Lebanon
border, meet and fall in love.
In a frenetic, confused and violent
world - Leila’s brothers are members
of the PLO - the couples plan to make
a new life together on the other side of
the world comes only at the expense of
great anguish and desperation. But then,
on the morning of their departure,
Ferris’ vehicle detonates a landmine.
There is page-turning drama and
heart-stopping tension here, and
first-class writing, but also humour,
comradeship and, above all, a deeply
moving love story that stretches across
more than two decades.
Peter Fry, who served with the
UN in the Middle East himself, offers
no easy answers, no simple divisions

Peter Fry is a Christchurch-based author.
A former commissioned officer in the NZ
Army and Defence Attaché to Indonesia,
he also saw a number of deployments
in a post-army career with the United
Nations.

between good and bad. Like John Ferris
and Leila Ashrawi, he understands that
it is always human beings who come
first, whether they are lovers, enemies
or friends, and that the yearning for
peace remains strong in those caught up
in apparently irreparable conflict.
The second bus, travelling at
breakneck speed, roared past the
southern warning group. Those
Palestinians who had got off the bus
first were still on the road when the
second vehicle careered around the
bend and the driver saw the khaki and
the Kalashnikovs. Screaming at his
passengers, he rammed the accelerator
to the floor and gripped the big steering
wheel, determined to drive through
the ambush. Realising that there was
nothing to stop the second bus braking
through, one of the guerrillas swung an
RPG-7 to his shoulder and fired…
About the author
Christchurch-born Peter Fry has
experienced civil and military conflict
throughout the world. A commissioned
officer in the New Zealand Army, he
was seconded to the United Nations
in the Middle East, where he served as
a military observer on the borders of
Egypt, Syria, Israel and Lebanon.
His army career included periods
of service in New Zealand and South
East Asia in both regimental and staff
appointments, and last as New Zealand
Defence Attaché to Indonesia and the
Philippines. Following retirement from
the Army he joined the United Nations
where his initial deployment as a
Security Adviser to the UN Department
of Safety and Security was to Iraq for
two years immediately following the
US-led invasion.
For most of that difficult time he led
the security team in Baghdad’s Green

Zone that assessed the dangers and
established the protocols and practices
which allowed UN staff members to
return firstly to Baghdad and later
to establish missions throughout the
country.
His tour in Iraq was followed by
secondments to East Timor, the North
West Pacific, Somalia, Pakistan and
UN Headquarters in New York. In
2012 Peter retired from UN service and
returned to Christchurch
Shortly following the release of
Ladder to the Moon, the author shared
his thoughts on his novel with Line of
Defence Magazine, anticipating that we
can expect to see more of his works on
bookshelves in the near future:
LoD: Military officers turned authors
tend to produce military histories or
Bravo Two Zero type fiction. What led
you to write Ladder to the Moon?
ѵ ѵѷ I wanted to tell the story of
my service in the Lebanon as a UN
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Military Observer, but in such a way
that it might have interest and appeal
to a wider audience than a military
history. The nuances of the story also
demand more fully developed and
living characters than are commonly
found in Bravo Two Zero type fiction.
Believable, living characters are difficult
but hugely satisfying to create and
having them tell the story is a challenge
that I very much enjoy.
LoD: Is the novel a romance or a tragedy?
ѵ ѵѷ This is a really difficult question
to which I do not know the answer.
Tragedy and romance are central themes
throughout the book and because of
that I am unable to describe it as wholly
one or the other, I think that the story

is too subtle, the relationships too
nuanced for a single description. Tragic
romance?
LoD: How much of you is in Captain
John Ferris?
ѵ ѵѷA very great deal. Most of
the action that Captain John Ferris
describes was experienced by Captain
Peter Fry and Ferris mirrors my deep
interest in the history of the region
and my concern for the conflicting and
contrasting positions of the peoples
who live there. He delights in the
characters of his colleagues from other
countries and as the situation worsens
draws strength from them.
LoD: How has the novel been received?

ѵ ѵѷIt has been received warmly
not only in New Zealand, with very
positive reviews on radio and in print
and on social media, but the book has
strong international appeal and this is
reflected in the ongoing interest shown
by overseas readers.
LoD: Is another book on the horizon?
ѵ ѵѷVery much so, Mouth of the Wolf is
nearing completion. It is set in the murky
world of the war against al Shabaab, ISIS
and al Qaeda, and is inspired by my time
in Somalia and Kenya as an international
security adviser with the UN. Once
again I have sought to tell a complex
and contemporary story through welldeveloped characters who come to life for
the reader.

Upcoming Events
$' Ѷ08 - 10 Nov, Canberra
An annual conference aimed at military, government, academia,
and industry attendees who contribute to key communications
and information systems investment decisions.

 )/ -)/$*)'1' 1$ 2Ѷ 17 – 21 Nov, Auckland
Includes an exhibition at The Cloud, sports tournament,
cultural performances, street march, ships’ open day, as part
of the RNZN’s 75th anniversary celebrations.

Future NZ Forum:
Strategic Issues for Cybersecurity, 10 Nov, Auckland
A forum that analyses the issues cybersecurity raises at a
strategic level, posing the question: is NZ ready for the
cyber landscape we are rapidly heading towards?

 +/0)  (*-$' -1$ Ѷ18 Dec, Wellington
Memorial service for those lost on HMS Neptune, National
War Memorial, Wellington.

Future NZ Forum:
Security Planning in the Asia Pacific, 11 Nov, Wellington
Specialist speakers will consider what’s next for economic
and security planning in the Asia Pacific and how our trade
relations with China and the US may be affected.
 2 ') ! )  )0./-4*-0(Ѷ
16 - 17 Nov, Auckland
The annual NZ Defence Industry Forum brings together
key decision makers from the NZDF and Ministry of
Defence, industry leaders and foreign defence forces.
The Global Future: Challenges to Security, Stability and
Sustainability, 29 Nov, Wellington
New Zealand Institute for International Affairs conference
addressing challenges such as collective security, economic
stability and sustainability.
спрх )/ -)/$*)'*)! - ) *)-$14Ѷ
 0-$/4)-0./Ѷ12 - 14 Dec, Auckland
A forum focused on PST technologies for researchers to
unveil their work in privacy, security and trust and to show
how this research can be used to enable innovation.

)/ -)/$*)' ! ) 3#$$/$*))*)! - ) спрцѶ
19 – 23 Feb, Abu Dhabi
The biannual IDEX is the largest defence exhibition in the
Middle East catering to over 1,000 exhibitors and attracting
delegations and visitors from around the world.
чп/#))$1 -.-4$-//**Ѷ
25 - 26 Feb, RNZAF Base Ohakea
The two-day event will also showcase the Black Falcons
aerobatic team flying the T-6C Texans and expects to feature
an international Air Force contingent.
1'*)спрцѶ28 Feb - 5 Mar, Geelong, Australia
The Australian International Airshow and Aerospace &
Defence Exposition staged at Avalon Airport, Geelong,
Victoria.
Langkawi International Maritime and Aerospace Exhibition
(LIMA), Malaysia 21 – 25 Mar 2017.
LIMA is a significant gateway to Asia Pacific’s dynamic
maritime and aerospace markets.
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Navy Museum presents
цф4 -.$)цф*% /.
Oct 2016 – Feb 2017
National Museum of the RNZN, Devonport, Auckland
Open seven days, 10 am – 5pm. Free admission.
The 75th anniversary year of the Royal
New Zealand Navy is sailing by quickly,
and as its climax draws near, a trip
to the Navy Museum is promising to
provide visitors with a novel take on
Navy history. This exhibition is not just
for history buffs… though history buffs
are welcome too!
With this latest exhibition - 75 years
in 75 objects – the museum invites
us to take a journey into the layers of
our Navy’s history, from its role in
building foreign relations to the role of
a peacetime Navy; from advancements
in technology to changes in personnel;
from tales about training to stories of
life on board ship.
Explore how the New Zealand Navy
came to be what it is today and how,
in turn, the Navy has contributed to
our nation’s identity. Experience how
memories can be held in objects, some
which are obviously naval, some which
may surprise you.
Courage on the Homefront
Marked “URGENT”, it was the
telegram that Leola Cossgrove must
have dreaded might arrive one day.
“Deeply regret to inform you that your
husband Charles Alfred Cossgrove Able
Seaman has been reported missing.”
What it didn’t say is that the ship he
was aboard, HMS Neptune, got trapped
in a minefield laid off the coast of
Libya. On 19 December 1941 the ship
detonated four of the mines and sank.
Of the 750 men on board, including 150
New Zealanders, only one survived.
Charles frequently wrote to his
wife, Leola, sending a letter every 3
or 4 days. She received the telegram
advising that Charles was missing on 30
December. A week later she received a
final, heartbreaking telegram from her
husband, “Loving wishes for Xmas and
New Year.”

Leola is one the many people on the
homefront who withstood such blows
with courage and fortitude, determined
to carry on.
Footwear for everywhere!
Fifty years of sailors in the Royal New
Zealand Navy will recognise these
brown PVC sandals. No one’s sure why,
but possibly because they’re made out of
plastic, they were widely referred to as
“placky sandals”.
Everyone wore plackys everywhere
onboard ship (it was forbidden to wear
them ashore). They formed part of
a summer uniform, called 10A’s and
10’s, which was either a blue shirt, blue
shorts and sandals or white tropical
shirt, white shorts and sandals. No
socks were worn with the sandals in
either uniform, confirming a long-held
belief that the Navy is comprised of an
exceptionally stylish bunch of people.
And if you doubt that plackys were
worn everywhere onboard, they were
also worn in the shower. But this was
not for sartorial reasons, but rather to
stop the spread of Athlete’s Foot, the
highly irritating fungal infection.
The RNZN stopped issuing these
particular sandals in 2012 due to the
closure of Kaydees, the company who
manufactured them.

Headgear for a stinger
This helmet is an SPH-4, used by pilots
flying Westland Wasp helicopters.
They were the first type of helmet
in the Royal New Zealand Air Force
(RNZAF) fitted with dual visors, one
clear and one dark, for different light
conditions.
The New Zealand Defence Force
got its first Wasp in September 1966,
with the commissioning of the
Leander-class frigate HMNZS Waikato.
Among many improvements was the
provision of this ship-board, antisubmarine helicopter.
The arrival of the helicopter
provided the New Zealand Naval
Forces with a small air arm for the
first time since Achilles and Leander’s
Walrus amphibian of the 1940s. Three
more Wasps were ordered over the next
four years.
Together they formed the Naval
Helicopter Section, No. 3 Battlefield
Support Squadron, RNZAF.
The squadron was an example of
cooperation among the three Armed
Services, with the Air Force providing
training for Navy and Army pilots
and maintenance for Wasp and Sioux
helicopters.
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Rare insight into life as
MI5 ground operative
Author: Tom Marcus
0'$.# 4ѷMichael Joseph
ѷ $38.00
After five years serving undercover
in one of the most secret units in the
British Army, Tom Marcus – not his
real name – was recruited by MI5 soon
after the 7/7 bomb attacks in 2005. He
went on to play a key role in the foiling
of multiple large scale plots to attack
people on British soil.
Mr Marcus grew up on the streets
in the north of England after his
alcoholic father killed himself when he
was six. He joined the army at sixteen
and went on to become the youngest
member of the armed forces to pass the
six-month selection process for special
operations in Northern Ireland. He was
recruited from the army into MI5 as a
surveillance officer.
In vivid, riveting detail Soldier Spy
lifts the lid for the first time on the
war waged by MI5 to keep Britons safe
from those who would do them harm; a
blistering, visceral, sometimes chilling
first-hand account of life on the front
line that plunges the reader right into
the heart of the action.
The largest operation he played
a part in was to smash the Al Qaeda
Easter bank holiday plot to bomb
Manchester landmarks in 2009,
potentially saving hundreds of lives. It
was one part of a highly coordinated
attack on people in the UK and US,
directed from Pakistan, which also
aimed to explode car bombs in New
York on the anniversary of the 9/11
terrorist attacks.
He was nearly kidnapped and
beheaded by Islamist extremists who
had plotted to kill a British intelligence
operative. Having narrowly escaped
being lured into a trap by fanatics he

was following, it was later discovered
they had made preparations to film his
execution. The extremists had covered
the floor of a house in Kentish Town,
north London, with plastic sheeting in
anticipation of taking a captive. A black
flag, three butchers’ knives and a video
camera were also found there.
In another mission, he was tasked
with surveilling a Chinese intelligence
officer believed to be operating out
of a house in suburban Manchester.
While sitting in the park opposite the
house, drinking super-strength beer and
posing as a down-and-out, he became
the target of a local gang. The stakes
were raised when they spotted his
covert radio.
It was only Mr Marcus’ quick
thinking that saved him, convincing
them he was an undercover cop looking
for a paedophile.
The fine line between death and
escape, between blown cover and
operational success, trodden by Mr
Marcus and his service colleagues pose
as heart stopping reminders of the
precarious role they play in protecting
the fragile safety and security of society
at large.
Mr Marcus left the security
service after a decade on the front
line protecting his country and with a
service record that made him one of
the most successful MI5 undercover
surveillance officers of his time.
Suffering from post-traumatic
stress disorder and a service record
he was unable to share with potential
employers, he struggled to find another
job. Because of the anonymity required
by MI5, there was a large gap in his CV.

“Working as an MI5 surveillance
officer is seen as a job for life - so when
you have to come out it’s very difficult
to figure out what job you can do,” he
said. “You can’t answer the question
about what you’ve been doing for the
last 10 to 15 years in a job interview
properly because you’d be breaking the
Official Secrets Act.”
“So, work-wise, I just started at the
bottom of the pile again. I got an MI5
pension but I had to make money by
working in call centres and flipping
burgers to build up work experience.”
Now a full-time writer – and with
MI5 clearance of his book – Mr Marcus
confronts his demons and makes a
thundering return to what he knows
best in Soldier Spy.
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Ahoy! WW1 Naval Artists

Lieutenants Esmond & Hal Atkinson
Where: Alfred Memelink Artspace Gallery, 223 The Esplanade, Petone, Lower Hutt
When: 3 – 23 November 2016, 10am – 5pm daily. Fee admission
WW1 naval artworks by New
Zealanders are rare, and this collection
has been specially loaned from a
private collection to coincide with
the Royal New Zealand Navy’s 75th
anniversary celebrations in November.
This exhibition honours the men
and women of many nations who
served in all naval forces and merchant
marine shipping in World War One.
The thirteen ships of the Royal Navy
and Imperial German Navy that
feature here are veterans of the Battle
of Jutland, which was fought from 31st
May to 1st June 1916 in the North Sea
near the coast of Denmark’s Jutland
Peninsula.
From 1916-1918 the Atkinson
brothers, Esmond and Hal, of York
Bay, Wellington served in the Royal
Navy Volunteer Reserve on patrol in
the English Channel and the North
Sea. They shared a love of the sea,

Esmond Atkinson
sailing and sketching. This exhibition
features 80 small pen and ink sketches
from their naval service days.

Hal Atkinson
Esmond, an accomplished artist
of the New Zealand Academy of Fine
Arts, made detailed sketches of the
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Grand Fleet, including dreadnoughts,
battlecruisers, and destroyers. He
sketched the fleet at sea in wild
weather, in the calm back at port,
flying kite balloons, painted in dazzle
and bearing torpedo booms. He often
sketched on the back of flimsy paper
acquired from Official Record pads
used in the ship’s signals office.

Esmond’s younger brother Hal was
20 years old and his sketches express
a witty view on naval life in which
an officer’s rank could be based on
the size of his telescope. Hal often
sketched the moments when there
were unexpected encounters at sea,
such as bumping into mines, U-Boats
surfacing close by, damaged shipping,

and salvaging a white ensign, which
they flew as they returned to base.
The exhibition will also include
ship models, with the largest being a
1.5 metre Warrior Class ship, built by
model maker Graham Beeson, painted
in dazzle camouflage and fitted with
torpedo booms and nets. There will
be book readings from Esmond’s war
diary letters published in 1946, and
Julia Stuart will introduce her new
book, Half a World Away Eastbourne
in Wartime 1899-1928.
An exhibition catalogue, The
Atkinson Boys’ Own Guide to the
Navy 1916, has been written by Claire
Clark and printed by the RNZN.
On Sunday November 13 at 1:30pm
there will be a WW1 Singalong on
Petone Beach beside the wharf,
followed by a Wreath Laying in the
waves and WW1 Remembrance Service
featuring TS Tamatoa Sea Cadets and
St James Sea Scouts.
These events are sponsored by Hutt
City Council, Lottery World War One
Environment and Heritage Committee
of the Lottery Grants Board, New
Zealand Micrographic Services, NEC
New Zealand, Royal New Zealand
Navy and Alfred Memelink Artspace
Gallery.
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New vehicles for
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06 SEP: Defence Minister Gerry
Brownlee announced that the Supacat
Extenda high mobility vehicle, provided
by Supacat Australia, has been selected
to replace New Zealand Special Air
Service (SAS) Regiment’s Pinzgauer
fleet.
In 2015 Cabinet approved funding
of NZD 28 million to replace the
existing Pinzgauer Special Operations
fleet with four different types of
vehicles to ensure the Special Forces
can continue to meet their operational
requirements. The Pinzgauer Special
Operations vehicle entered service in
2005, and it has seen extensive service.
The Defence White Paper 2016
noted that New Zealand’s Special
Operations Forces need to be trained
and equipped to deploy across a
range of operations, from long-range
reconnaissance to domestic counterterrorism and explosive ordinance
disposal.
“The Supacat is a proven capability
which has been used on operations by
a number of our key defence partners,”
Mr Brownlee said.
The new vehicles will be delivered
in the final quarter of 2017, and Supacat
will also be responsible for maintaining
the new fleet. “Work continues on
identifying a number of other vehicles
suitable for a range of possible
operations for the SAS as part of this
project,” Mr Brownlee said.
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05 OCT: The number of Iraqi Security
Forces personnel trained by the
Australia-New Zealand Building
Partner Capacity mission has passed the
12,000 mark, Defence Minister Gerry
Brownlee has announced.
The milestone was reached when
two Iraqi Army units completed
training this week. “It’s pleasing to see a
high number of trainees going through
the training offered at Camp Taji in Iraq
by the joint mission,” Mr Brownlee said.
In February last year, the
Government announced a two-year
deployment of NZDF personnel to Iraq
to help train the Iraqi Security Forces to
combat Daesh. In June the deployment
was extended to November 2018.

“The number of Iraqi personnel
receiving training, combined with the
gradual progress being made by the
Iraqi forces on the ground against
Daesh, shows the mission is meeting its
aim,” Mr Brownlee said.
The training offered by the joint
mission at Taji includes weapons
handling, combat first aid, live firing,
building clearance, counter-IED
(Improvised Explosive Device),
leadership, and tactics and techniques
for squad through to companylevel operations. The latest group to
complete training comprised some
3,000 Iraqi personnel

New ship to deliver
enhanced naval capability

24 AUG: The procurement exercise
for a new naval ship to support the
NZDF’s littoral operations is underway.
The announcement by defence minister
Gerry Brownlee follows the awarding in
July of a NZD 493 million contract to
deliver a new naval tanker.
The Littoral Operations Support
Capability will provide a platform for
Royal New Zealand Navy hydrography,
deep diving and mine countermeasures
activities. “This ship will provide the
RNZN Littoral Warfare Unit with a
dedicated support ship that offers a
range of useful capabilities in one hull,”
Mr Brownlee said.
The new ship will replace two
Navy ships, the 40-year-old diving ship
HMNZS Manawanui, due to retire
in 2018, and the hydrographic ship
HMNZS Resolution, which was retired
in 2012. According to the minister, the
ship will offer new capabilities that will
support NZDF sea-to-shore operations
in low to medium threat environments.
“It will be used, for example, to
identify safe approaches and landing
zones when harbour channels or
ports are unavailable after natural
disasters,” he said. It will also assist
with humanitarian and disaster relief
operations in the Pacific and enhance
the NZDF’s ability to support search
and rescue, salvage, and hazard
clearance activities within New
Zealand’s maritime domain.
The Littoral Warfare Unit is
responsible for providing services to the
Defence Force, New Zealand Police,
Maritime New Zealand and other
government agencies in the littoral area.

Australia’s Defence Industry
on the Agenda in Washington
DC

07 OCT: Australia’s Minister for
Defence Industry Christopher Pyne
has met with US Secretary for Defense
Ashton Carter, senior US Defence
officials and industry executives to
highlight the strength of Australian
industry, discussing opportunities for
collaboration.
Mr Pyne met with Secretary Carter
at the Pentagon with Minister for
Defence, Marise Payne, highlighting
Australia’s potential to be a regional
hub for the maintenance of the
componentry of the Joint Strike Fighter,
potentially worth hundreds of millions
of dollars to our defence industry.
According to the minister the
meetings with top officials and
other key players such as Boeing and
Lockheed Martin were an important
opportunity to highlight the strength
of Australian defence industry as a
potential partner. “Becoming a regional
maintenance hub for the JSF program is
potentially worth hundreds of millions
of dollars, which will create high skilled
jobs across the country,” he said.
“The Australian Government is
embarking on its largest ever renewal
and investment into defence capability;
investing approximately AUD 195
billion to grow our local defence
capability across the decade boosting
our economy,” Mr Pyne said.
During his visit, Mr Pyne also met
with Ms Marilyn Hewson, Chairman,
President and Chief Executive Officer
of Lockheed Martin Corporation to
discuss increased opportunities for
Australian industry. He also delivered
the keynote address to the National
Defense Industrial Association,
highlighting the strength of the
Australian Defence industry.

Local companies to partner
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AUG 25: According to the NZDIA,
New Zealand defence industry suppliers
will support Boeing to upgrade systems
on the Royal New Zealand Air Force’s
six Orion aircraft. Beca, Marops and
Safe Air will support the upgraded
Underwater, Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance capability through
its lifetime.
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The contracts worth NZD 9 million
were announced on 24th August by
Defence Minister Gerry Brownlee.
NZDIA Chair Bernie Diver
hailed the partnership a win for all
involved. “By appointing New Zealand
companies to support international
contractors, the Government has
achieved value for money and created
sound partner relationships. It’s also
generated additional revenue for New
Zealand defence suppliers.”
Mr Diver stated that the NZDIA
had been working with both the
Ministry of Defence and the NZDF to
support this partnership approach. “In
doing so, we’ve been able to increase
the contribution the defence industry
makes back to our economy.
These contracts are in addition to
the existing NZD 125 million in wages
paid to around 2,500 people employed
in the defence sector.”
The NZD 36 million Orion aircraft
upgrade improves on the RNZAF’s
current underwater surveillance ability,
providing the critical ability to detect
and monitor submarines and protect
New Zealand’s maritime economic zone.
According to Mr Brownlee, having
an underwater surveillance capability
deters interference with the sea lines
of communication that New Zealand
and many of its friends rely on for
trade purposes. “This is particularly
important in the Asia-Pacific region
which is home to two-thirds of the
world’s submarines,” he said.
Work continues within Defence on
the Future Air Surveillance Capability
project, which will select a replacement
for the Orion aircraft, which is due to
retire from service in the mid-2020s.
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30 SEP: Australia’s defence minister
Marise Payne and minister for defence
Industry Christopher Pyne announced
on 30th September that Lockheed
Martin Australia has been selected as
the preferred Combat System Integrator
for Australia’s Future Submarine
Program, subject to further discussion
on commercial matters.
Senator Payne said this is an
important step in the development of
Australia’s regionally superior future
submarines.

“Lockheed Martin Australia will
be our Combat System Integrator to
partner with Defence and DCNS to
design and integrate the combat system
of our Future Submarine, which meets
our unique capability requirements.”
“By partnering with an Australianbased company with strong links to the
United States we will ensure that we get
the best Australian and US technology,
while ensuring that our sensitive
technology is protected.”
Mr Pyne said Lockheed Martin
Australia intends to team with other
Australian companies to provide the local
engineering capacity needed to support
the program. “Australian industry will be
directly involved in the highly technical
work of designing and integrating the
combat system for the Future Submarine,
further developing our own capability in
this specialised area.”
He said that Lockheed Martin will
draw upon expertise from Lockheed
Martin Mission Systems and Training,
and General Dynamics – Electric Boat,
both of which are based in the United
States.

Defence estate
regeneration plan approved

19 AUG: Approval has been given
for a NZD 1.7 billion rejuvenation of
Defence buildings, infrastructure and
facilities. “This is not only a big deal
for the Defence Force, but represents
significant economic stimulus across
a number of regions over the next
15 years,” Defence Minister Gerry
Brownlee said.
“From 2021 to 2025, major
upgrades of infrastructure and
buildings are planned, and from 2026
to 2030 investment will be targeted at
maintaining the Defence estate to meet
operating requirements,” he stated.
The Defence estate comprises 81,000
hectares and around 5,000 buildings. It
is currently valued at NZD 4.3 billion.
“The NZDF will not be closing any
of its main camps and bases or large
training areas, although some internal
reorganisation and rationalisation
between camps and bases will occur if it
makes sense to do so,” he stated.
“Most of the capital investment will
go to upgrade operational facilities in
Auckland, Manawatu and Canterbury,”
he said. “Initially, investment will be
directed towards health, safety and
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compliance measures, as well as initial
recapitalisation works such as starting
to replace old, outdated barracks with
modern facilities.”
The Defence estate regeneration
programme signals 104 projects over
the next five years including replacing
buildings, upgrading utilities, new
barracks, new headquarter buildings,
workshops upgrades and new logistics
facilities. There is flexibility in the plan
to allow for new projects as decisions
are made about future capability
requirements.

Wargames Assisting the
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04 OCT: Defence researchers in
Australia have been using analytical
seminar wargaming to provide advice
on future-proofing for the Australian
Defence Force (ADF) and to determine
the impact of modernisation decisions
within the land force.
These wargames are being used as
part of analytical campaigns to identify
and understand the breakpoints within
the set of possible modernisation
choices available to Defence. Defence
researcher and experiment lead Marcus
Tregenza identifies these breakpoints as
critical failures in processes, systems or
capabilities.
To enhance these wargaming
capabilities, Defence Science and
Technology Group (DST) sponsored
a wargame course that was delivered
by the US Naval Post Graduate School
(NPS) at DST Edinburgh. Two NPS
staff members presented the course
to 22 DST and Australian and New
Zealand military personnel.
The course ran for five days and
the topics addressed problem scoping,
sponsor engagement, data capture and
analysis, wargame design and game
adjudication. Following the success
of this course, DST will run a second
(advanced) course which will focus on
preparing analysts to facilitate analytical
wargames.
This course is intended to run
early in 2017 with plans to increase
collaboration with the US NPS and
other international professional
wargaming communities. According
to Mr Tregenza, DST researchers will
share existing ideas on wargame design,
and the validation of combat models
through historical studies.
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Border Security News
New Zealand borders secured
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25 JUL: All travellers flying to, from
or through New Zealand will now be
checked against INTERPOL’s Stolen
and Lost Travel Documents (SLTD)
database in a move that will make the
border more secure.
This new security check will
take place at the time of check-in.
Travellers should notice no difference
to the current check-in process as this
check will integrate seamlessly with
Immigration New Zealand’s (INZ)
Advance Passenger Processing (APP)
checks that airlines already conduct for
people travelling to New Zealand.
INZ’s Assistant General Manager,
Peter Devoy, says INZ already has robust
processes in place to screen people
coming to New Zealand. “Keeping New
Zealand borders secure is a top priority
for us,” Mr Devoy said. “Expanding on
our existing technology ensures that we
are able to provide even greater border
controls for New Zealand.”
If a travel document has been
reported lost or stolen to INTERPOL,
New Zealand’s APP system will prevent
the person from boarding the flight and
airlines will contact INZ staff at the
border for further advice.
During the 2015-16 financial year (1
July 2015 – 30 June 2016) 2,930 people
were denied boarding a flight to New
Zealand, compared with 2,280 the
previous year. Most of the cases related
to passengers not meeting immigration
entry requirements.

Visa changes for
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03 OCT: All South African visitors to
New Zealand will require visitor visas
from 21st November this year. The
change is the result of an increase in
the number of South African nationals
who have been refused entry at the New
Zealand border in comparison to other
visa waiver countries.
Currently, people from South Africa
do not need to apply for a visitor visa
before travelling to New Zealand, with
genuine visitors being granted a visitor
visa on arrival. As a result of the change,
all visitors from South Africa will need
to obtain a visa before travelling to NZ.
Immigration New Zealand (INZ)
General Manager Peter Elms stated,
“We are committed to creating an

immigration system that actively
welcomes and encourages legitimate
visitors to New Zealand, but at the same
time is able to prevent those who do not
meet immigration requirements.”
“These changes bring New Zealand
into line with countries such as
Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America.
People who have booked tickets prior to
today’s announcement for travel on or
after the 21 November should visit the
Immigration website to find out how to
apply for their visa.”

New Australian immigration
service for Wellington
and Christchurch

05 SEP: The Australian Government’s
visa services outsourcer in New Zealand
TT Services (TTS) is offering a new
mobile visa application centre service in
Wellington and Christchurch. Having
commenced in Wellington on 12th
September and in Christchurch on 14th
September 2016, the trial will run for an
initial three-month period.
The new service will provide
visa applicants with an alternative to
submitting their visa applications and
providing their biometric information
at existing Australian Visa Application
Centres in Auckland and Queenstown,
and will attract a premium surcharge in
addition to the existing TTS service fee.
It is by appointment only.
Appointment bookings can be
made only via the TTS website www.
ttsaustralia.com, with applicants required
to pay the TTS service fee and premium
surcharge online in order to receive a
confirmed appointment booking. These
fees are in addition to the applicable
Australian Government Visa Application
Charge.

Report points to INZ’s
$.$*)спрф.0 ..
04 AUG: Immigration Minister Michael
Woodhouse has welcomed a report by
Sir Maarten Wevers, a former Chief
Executive of the Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet, and Murray
Jack, the Chairman of the Financial
Markets Authority, which provides an
independent assessment validating INZ’s
Vision 2015 programme.
Vision 2015 was launched in March
2012 and formally closed in June with the

successful launch of the IDme identity
management system, which enables face
photos and fingerprint information from
applicants to be captured online and
automatically matched against personal
data already held by INZ.
“Vision 2015 has transformed
services for customers with the
deployment of Immigration ONLINE
that allows online applications for
student, work and visitor visas,” said Mr
Woodhouse. “More than 80,000 online
applications have already been received
and many online applicants can now
apply for a visa without having to send in
their passports.
The report identifies active senior
leadership as the single most decisive
factor in the success of the Vision 2015
programme and provides learnings
that may help other public sector
agencies considering their own business
transformations.
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eGates for Wellington

25 AUG: Customs Minister Nicky
Wagner announced eight new
generation eGates have been installed
at Wellington International Airport for
arriving and departing New Zealand,
Australian, US, UK, and Canadian
ePassport holders.
“The next-generation eGates give
travellers the option of completing
Customs checks using the one-step
electronic process,” Ms Wagner stated.
“The new eGates are faster taking
around 25 seconds.”
The installation of the new eGates
coincides with Wellington International
Airport’s wider terminal expansion
project, and will help meet the increase in
travellers with the September arrival of
new flights to the Capital from Singapore.
“The government’s $6.6 million
investment from Budget 2015 into
expanding and modernising automated
passport processing will help manage
growth in traveller volumes by allowing
legitimate passengers to complete
Customs checks easily, and enabling
Customs officers to focus on high risk
travellers.
“In total, 29 new eGates will be
installed and 22 eGates replaced as part
of a national programme which started
late last year in Auckland. The next stage
will take place in Christchurch in time
for Christmas,” said Ms Wagner.

ITPLUS your Security Technology Experts
Looking for a company that gives you the after sales service and
support that you require and also has a great range of products?

For more information on this great range of security products and how they can work for you phone
0274 487 587 and talk to Sharvil from ITPLUS the person you can trust to look after your organisation.

www.itplus.co.nz • info@itplus.co.nz
09 950 4940
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Homeland Security News
New offender identity checks
to better protect
New Zealanders

24 AUG: The Enhancing Identity
Verification and Border Processes
Legislation Bill has been introduced
to Parliament to improve the safety of
New Zealanders by streamlining how
frontline agencies work together to
establish the identity of offenders.
Justice Minister Amy Adams said
the reforms form part of a wider
Government response to the Smith/
Traynor Inquiry, which called for a step
change in the way identity is verified
and shared in the justice sector.
“This Bill delivers on that stepchange by moving away from namebased records held by individual
agencies to a shared, anchor identity
based on unalterable information, such
as fingerprints and facial recognition,”
she said. “It also gives agencies access
to the drivers’ license photo database
and birth, death and marriages
information.”
“This Bill will authorise justice,
identity and border agencies to create
a consistent platform to verify identity
of offenders and mental health
patients subject to the criminal justice
system, and share that information
in an efficient way. For example,
Police will be able to get real-time
identity information from Corrections
about a dangerous offender who is
unaccounted for and Customs will
know instantly if an absconder tries to
leave New Zealand.”
Alongside the existing privacy
protections outlined in the Privacy
Act, the Bill contains parameters that
include limiting information that can be
shared to identity information and only
certain named agencies can share that
information in specified circumstances.
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Meeting on Aviation
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23 SEP: Excerpt from New Zealand’s
statement delivered by Foreign Minister
Murray McCully:
The Council has already taken action
to address the travel of Foreign Terrorist
Fighters, including by restricting their
access to planes as a means of transport.
But recent attacks demonstrate that civil
aviation remains an attractive target for

terrorists and advances in technology
have made terrorist threats to aviation
harder to detect.
As countries gather for the
International Civil Aviation
Organisation’s Triennial Assembly
later this month, we encourage them
to reflect on collective views of this
Council in their deliberations. ICAO
remains the primary forum to improve
aviation security standards and deserves
the support of the international
community, including of this Council.
New Zealand supports an approach
to aviation security that is risk-based
and tailored to different circumstances.
This is particularly important for states
with limited capacities and lower risk
profiles, including the many Small
Island Developing States in our region.
It does not make sense to expect the
same systems and approach from
Tuvalu as we do from the United States.
We continue to provide significant
technical support in aviation security
efforts, in particular to improve
regional air security in the Pacific.
However, enhanced aviation security
can only ever provide a short-term
bandage. The far greater challenge
lies in addressing the conditions that
motivate and enable those who commit
these acts of terrorism.
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its first reading

19 OCT: The Outer Space and High
Altitude Activities Bill has had its first
reading in Parliament. “This Bill is a
significant milestone for the development
of a New Zealand-based space industry,”
stated Economic Development Minister
Steven Joyce. “Space is now a global
multi-billion-dollar industry and this Bill
is New Zealand’s passport to be part of
that industry.”
“The Bill establishes a regulatory
regime for space launches, the
deployment and operation of payloads
such as satellites; and governs high
altitude activities from New Zealand.”
According to Mr Joyce, the new
regime will ensure the development
of a peaceful, safe and responsible
space industry that meets international
obligations, including the Technology
Safeguards Agreement (TSA), recently
signed with the United States.
As technological innovation drives
down the cost of accessing space,

demand for services such as those
offered by Rocket Lab, founded by New
Zealander Peter Beck, is increasing. The
company intends providing a dedicated,
lower cost and frequent space launch
service and will launch rockets from the
Mahia Peninsula later this year.
“Rocket Lab is capitalising on some
of New Zealand’s advantages as an
attractive location for space launches.
We have clear skies, access to good
launch angles, a skilled workforce
and an innovation-friendly business
environment,” Mr Joyce said.
The Bill will be considered by the
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
select committee and the Government is
seeking it to come into law in mid-2017.

Australians want more
action taken to prevent
terrorist attacks

10 OCT: According to a report by SBS,
the Australian National University
surveyed 1,200 Australians in July
on their attitudes towards national
security and terrorism. The survey
found Australians are concerned about
Islamic extremism in Australia but at
the same time don’t want Muslims more
heavily scrutinised on the basis of their
religion.
The survey found 71 percent of
respondents were ‘very concerned’ or
‘somewhat concerned’ about the rise of
Islamic extremism in Australia.
Director of the ANU Centre for
Arab and Islamic Studies Professor
Amin Saikal told SBS that the issue
of Islamic extremism was promoted
heavily during the Tony Abbott
Government. According to Prof Saikal,
issues such as Islamic extremism,
terrorism and Islamism had been used
interchangeably, leading to incorrect
labelling and intolerance, but the
political rhetoric is changing.
“While there are Muslim Australians,
including converts, who support the
terrorists and seek to do us harm, they
are a tiny minority whose madness
offends and appalls Australian Muslims,
as much as it does the wider Australian
community,” Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull recently told Parliament.
The survey found 70 percent of
respondents were of the opinion that
the country’s Muslims should not be
subjected to additional scrutiny on the
basis of their religion.

fired up protection
LOKTRONIC’s expansive product range has just become even
wider with these first class EGRESS and FIRE PROTECTION DEVICES
and PROTECTIVE COVERS.

NEW

STI-1130 Ref. 720-102

STI-WRP2-RED-11 IP67
Ref. 720-062R

Surface mount with horn and spacer
255mm H x 179mm W x 135mm D

Also available in White.

STI-RP-WS-11/CN
Ref. 720-052W
Available in White, Green,
Blue & Yellow.

STI-13000-NC Ref. 720-090
Flush mount, no horn
206mm H x 137mm W x 69mm D

STI-RP-GF-11/CN
Ref. 720-051G
Available in White, Green,
Blue & Yellow.

NEW

STI-RP-RS-02/CI

STI-13B10-NW Ref. 720-092
Surface mount, horn and label optional
206mm H x 137mm W x 103mm D

Ref. 720-058
Cover included.
Flush Mount Available.
D
D

STI-1100 Ref. 720-054

D

Flush mount with horn
255mm H x 179mm W x 86mm D

D

D
D
D
D
D

STI-6518 Ref. 720-060
Flush mount, no horn
165mm H x 105mm W x 49mm D

STI-13210-NG Ref. 720-094
Surface mount, horn and label optional
206mm H x 137mm W x 103mm D

All STI ‘Stoppers’ are made of tough, UV stabilised
polycarbonate. Many can be supplied with or without
a 105 dB horn. Other models and sizes available
including weather resistant options.

Approved to EN54-11
Current Rating: 3 Amps @ 12-24V DC, 3 Amps @ 125-250V AC
Material: Polycarbonate
Comes with Clear Cover
2 x SPDT switches
Positive activation that mimics the feel of breaking glass.
Visible warning flag confirms activation.
Simple polycarbonate key to reset operating element - no broken glass.
Dimensions: 87mm Length x 87mm Width x 23mm
Depth (Flush Mount) & 58mm Depth (Surface Mount)

STI-6255 Ref. 720-042

Mini Theft Stopper discourages inappropriate
use of equipment. Sounds a powerful 105
dB warning horn when activated. Tough, ABS
construction. Reed switch activation for cabinets
and display cases or unique clip activation for
freestanding equipment. Does not interfere
with use of protected fire fighting equipment.
Compact design 85mm H x 85mm W x 25mm D.

STI-6720 Ref. 720-047

Break Glass Stopper. Keys under plexiglas.
Protects emergency keys from inappropriate use.
Keys remain visible. Fast, easy installation. Simple,
inexpensive plexiglas. 3 year guarantee against
breakage of the ABS housing within normal use.

NEW

Battery Tester Ref. 730-101

Fire Brigade Alarm: (Closed/Open) Ref. 730-202

Anti-Interference Device

ViTECH, strong, lightweight aluminum case, 5, 15
and 30 amp battery tester for fire and alarm use.
Weight: 500gms, Size: 165mm x 90 x 70mm.

ViTECH branded Type X and Type Y (illustrated) models with
temperature compensated pressure transducers with digital display
showing pressures for defect, fire and pump start.

Ref. 730-400 series
ViTECH AID for sprinkler valve
monitoring; fits all ball valve sizes.

21451

ViTECH products are designed and produced in New Zealand.

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
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